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Introduction 

The following thesis focuses on three autobiographies written by Native 

American women and an autobiographical novel by a Canadian Metis author in order to 

attempt to reach its essential goal that consists in tracing the development of Native 

American women autobiography. Specifically, it strives to discuss the individual 

narratives as concentrating on four distinct types of Native American women 

autobiography such as collaborative, written by Indian, novel, and experimental. The 

main part of the thesis introduces the typical features and unusual characteristics of 

particular Native American women life narratives. 

At the beginning, autobiography as a literary genre, its history and criticism is 

briefly introduced. Then a short insight into the history of American autobiography is 

given with a special attention to the works of Native American writers. 

Because this work concern Native American women writers, its next chapter deals 

with the position of Native American women in the United States and Canada, their 

significant roles in the tribes and their first literary attempts. 

The third chapter: "I have never told you my words": Sarah Winnemucca as a 

charismatic go-between analyzes Sarah Winnemucca's Life among the Piutes (1883) 

with its central focus on her role as an important go-between. Her work represents the 

first autobiography written by Indian woman (although it is a collaborative creation) 

therefore it was chosen as an opening example of autobiographical writing among Native 

American women writers. 

The fourth chapter: "Now a cold bare pole I seemed to be in a strange earth": 

Zitkala-Sa and the problem of acculturation investigates the four main life narratives 

of Zitkala-Sa: Impressions o(an Indian Childhood (1900), The School Days o(an Indian 
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Girl (1900), An Indian Teacher among Indians (1900), Why I am a Pagan (1902), while 

at the same time it especially ponders on a significant problem of Native American forced 

acculturation. These essays form the first literary attempt written by an Indian woman 

artist herself so that they chronologically fit in the examination of Native American 

women production of autobiographies. 

The fifth chapter: "Who am 1?": Maria Campbell and the identity of a 

Halfbreed discusses Maria Campbell's autobiographical novel Haljbreed (1973), which 

belongs to another kind of life narratives produced later in the second half of the 

twentieth century and which was consequently placed into the inquiry of Indian women 

autobiographical works. Besides, this chapter concentrates on its predominantly debated 

theme of a Half-breed identity. 

The last chapter: "You don't have anything, if you don't have the stories": 

Leslie Marmon Silko and the continuity of the verbal art is Leslie Marmon Silko' s 

Storyteller (1981), which is the most contemporary, extraordinary and interesting 

autobiographical piece and therefore its analysis forms an appropriate conclusion of my 

research. The chapter also concentrates on the significance of Indian tradition of oral 

storytelling. 
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1. Autobiography as a literary genre 

Autobiography as a traditional form of self-written life is a European invention of 

relatively recent date. The term was coined in 1809 by the English poet Robert Southey 

"to denote a particular kind of self-written life, characterized by egocentric individualism, 

historicism, and written text."1 In other words, autobiography deals with a life of an 

individual, but it is also a cultural document providing unique insights into history, social 

sphere, and cultural milieu. 

For several decades, the question of how to define autobiography has caused 

many lively debates about a range of ideas including authorship, selfhood, representation, 

and the division between fact and fiction. However, despite the best efforts of critics to 

establish a theory of autobiography, one cannot avoid the feeling that they raised more 

questions than answers while often contradicting themselves. Eventually, critic James 

Olney concludes: "Definition of autobiography as a literary genre seems to me virtually 

impossible. "2 

Scholars such as Georges Gusdorf, one of the important critics of autobiography, 

assume that there is no modem autobiography until Saint Augustine's Confessions (c. AD 

398-400). In general, the book is considered by many to be the origin of modem Western 

autobiography. Gusdorfperceives it as: 

A brilliantly successful landmark within a historical landscape he has already 
limited to our culture area, and defined as both W estem and Christian. 3 

1 Amo1d Krupat, "American Autobiography: Western Tradition", Georgia Review 35 Summer 1981: 307. 
2 Linda Anderson, Autobiography (London: Routledge, 2004) 5. 
3 Ibid. 
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Another significant theoretician of autobiography Roy Pascal describes its 

importance: 

This 'first great' autobiography has a decisive significance in that it establishes a 
crucial narrative design where incidents, trivial in themselves, become 
representative moments in the growth of a personality.4 

But Russian scholar Mikhail Bakhtin follows the tradition of autobiography even 

back into the Antiquity to its classical roots that were influenced by various forms such as 

encomium (the civic funeral and memorial speech), which also affected the first 

autobiography of ancient times-the autobiography of Isocrates in the form of an 

apologia, or prodigia (indicators of the fate of the state, predicting for it either fortune or 

misfortune). The good or bad destiny of the state was always connected with the fate of 

the dictator or military commander, thus the category of luck becomes the form of 

expressing a personal identity like, for example, in Sulla's autobiography. 5 

Further, Bakhtin observes that the development of classical autobiography was 

immediately linked to the ancient biography, consequently he distinguishes its three basic 

types: energetic (the existence of a man is realized by his active energy, which expresses 

itself as the unfolding of his character in deeds, for example in Plutarch), analytic (the 

character of a man consists of various details of his life, its chronological sequence is not 

important, but the whole of the character matters, for instance in Suetonius ), and finally 

stoic (the autobiography is characterized by a new, private relationship to one's own self 

which appears in Cicero, Seneca, or Marcus Aurelius, but still remains public to a certain 

extent). 

Throughout his meditation on the ancient autobiography, Bakhtin often 

emphasizes a crucial aspect of its nature-the public character of an individual, the utter 

4 Roy Pascal, Design and Truth in Autobiography (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960) 22-3. 
5 Mikhail Bakhtin, "Forms of Time and Chronotope in the Novei",The Dialogic Imagination: Four Essays 
by M M Bakhtin, ed. Michael Holquist, trans. Caryl Emerson and Holquist (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 1981) 130-146. 
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exteriority: "There was as yet no internal man, no 'man for himself (I for myself), nor 

any individualized approach to one's own self." 6 Interestingly, the feature of communal 

self has always been present in some later types of autobiographies, for instance, in 

Native American life narratives. 

Therefore, it is clear that the first examples of autobiography largely differed from 

the concept of the genre that has been prevailing in Western tradition. Initially, 

autobiographical works were neither based on a chronological sequence, nor did they 

picture the inner world of the author. 

Jean Jacques Rousseau's Confessions (1781-89) represent the second hoar-stone 

in the historical development of autobiography. Whereas Augustine's book portrays the 

author's religious conversion to Christianity, Rousseau refuses to pursue such a spiritual 

model and creates a new type of secular autobiography as depicting his everyday personal 

experiences and sharing his own feelings whether positive, negative or embarrassing with 

his readers. Moreover, he does not turn to God for his mercy or forgiveness like 

Augustine; on the contrary Rousseau only depends on himself and his conscience. "I have 

only one faithful guide on which I can count; the succession of feelings which have 

marked the development of my being," 7 Rousseau states. 

Like Rousseau, contemporary critics such as Gusdorf and Pascal also believe that 

the knowledge and understanding of the self is crucial: "No one can know better than I 

what I have thought, what I have wished, Gusdorf says."8 They both maintain that 

autobiographies can express the hidden uniqueness of the true self in the best way. In 

short, clearly most scholars agree on the fact that the nature of the author's self represents 

the key concern of Western autobiographies. 

6 Ibid., 133. 
7 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Confessions, trans. J.M. Cohen, (Penguin, 1953) 262. 
8 Georges Gusdorf, "Conditions and Limits of Autobiography", Autobiography: Essays Theoretical and 
Critical, Ed. James Olney, (Princeton: Princeton UP, 1980) 35. 
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It is important to emphasize the typical pattern that autobiographies in Western 

tradition follow. They start with the author's birth or early childhood and chronologically 

progress through his or her life, focusing on moments that led to personal growth or 

functioned as 'turning points' in her or his development. 9 In other words, Western 

autobiographies usually picture the inner world of their authors and frequently discuss 

taboo subjects, innermost feelings, and various personal problems. 

The concept of the self, however, greatly distinguishes Western autobiography 

from autobiographical works in Native American and Afro-American literature. 

Generally, Native people do not see themselves as individuals, but as a part of a family, 

tribe or clan. Therefore the notion of the self is communal like in Afro-American 

autobiographies, where the "I" comprises the whole community as well. So it is not 

surprising that celebrated individualism in Anglo-America never appears as important in 

traditional Indian and Afro-American autobiography. 

It should be pointed out that some Afro-American autobiographical writings 

slightly differ from Native American in its political rhetoric. Whereas most Afro-

American autobiographies have been working as a powerful tool for improving the 

position of Afro-Americans in the US, for example, William Lloyd Garrison, a famous 

abolitionist and a founder of The Liberator, admonished to create defiant political works, 

most Native American autobiographies have not used such a strong political rhetoric, 

although their texts have often dealt with political issues. 

Native American and Afro-American autobiographies share more similarities than 

differences though. Both were not regarded as intellectually equal to Euro-American 

literary production for a very long time, but they were perceived as exotic and thus 

attracted the attention of a white audience. Like Afro-American, unfortunately, Native 

9 Tara Twomey, "More Than One Way to Tell a Story: Rethinking the Place of Genre in Native American 
Autobiography and the Personal Essay", Studies in American Indian Literatures, University ofNebraska 
Press 2007,23 March 2009 <http://www.highbeam.com>. 
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American autobiographical narratives are sometimes still considered to be more historical 

and social documents than literary pieces. 
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1.1 Autobiography in American literature 

Autobiography as a literary genre particularly predominates in American 

literature. Louis Kaplan in his Bibliography of American Autobiographies lists 6,377 

titles published before 1945. 10 Also J ames M. Cox, a renowned critic of the genre states 

that autobiography occupies "an astonishingly large proportion of the slender shelf of so-

called American classics. " 11 

It should be mentioned that the earliest American book to use the term 

autobiography in its title was the seventeenth-century personal narrative of Thomas 

Shepard: The Autobiography of Thomas Shepard, the Celebrated Minister of Cambridge, 

New England. 12 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Puritans write prolifically in many 

genres such as diaries, captivity narratives, and autobiographies as well. For instance, 

John Bunyan's Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners (1666) represents one of the 

world's most poignant spiritual autobiographies. It particularly focuses on the author's 

conversion and all events or descriptions are always connected with spiritual experience 

and its significance. 

Diaries become another popular form of autobiographical writings among 

Puritans. For example, Samuel Sewall's Diary (1674-1729) gives a vivid picture of 

Puritan life in New England in comparison to the spiritual diaries of his contemporaries, 

but the book especially provides significant information about the Salem witch trials, in 

10 Robert F. Sayre, "The Proper Study-Autobiographies in American Studies", American Quarterly 1977: 
241-58. 
11 William L. Andrews, "Introduction", Classic American Autobiographies (NY: Signet Classic, 1992) 7. 
12 Arnold Krupat, "Nineteenth-Century Native American Autobiography," 20 March 2009 
<http://www. bookrags .corn/ criticisrnlnineteent -century-native-american _ 3/>. 
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which Sewall played a key role. Surprisingly, Sewalllater realized his mistake and as the 

only judge publicly apologized for his unfortunate role in the trials. 13 

Mary Rowlandson' sA True History of the Captivity and Restoration of Mrs. Mary 

Rowlandson (1682) represents one of the earliest examples of women's autobiographical 

writing and captivity narratives in the literary history of the United States. In her story, 

Rowlandson focuses on her spiritual quest believing that she has to suffer in captivity by 

Indians because God is testing her faith. The author's details about the life of women 

among the Puritan settlers and in the Indian community also bring important information 

for contemporary historians. 14 

Nevertheless, it was Benjamin Franklin's Autobiography that begins the 

American tradition of the genre by introducing the life of a nobody who turns into 

somebody. His book becomes a model of an exemplary man, which advises the others on 

how to achieve life success. In other words, Franklin's work can be perceived as secular 

Scripture because it shows how Christian moral values could be expressed through a 

practical way when God is replaced by pragmatic reason. 

The most famous American autobiographies of the nineteenth and the early 

twentieth century were Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass (1845) and The 

Education of Henry Adams (1907). They both grew out of a mixture of confession and 

memoir, self-revelation and self-celebration. Critic William Andrews points out: 

The Americans had the need to explain the self in accordance with inner and 
external identifications, moreover this conflicting tension between individual 
aspiration and society that emerged in the confession and memoir has become a 
major theme of American autobiography. 15 

13 "Samuel Sewall: A Brief Biography", The Massachusetts Historical Society, 14 July 2009 
<http://www .masshist.org/ database/ on view_ full.cfm ?query ID=2 7>. 
14 William L. Andrews, 11-15. 
15 Ibid., 10-11. 
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Particularly, Adams' autobiography introduces two new notions: the failure of 

education as a result of the absence of moral depth and consequently the production of 

"manikin" instead of a comprehensive character. Besides, Adams perceives the life of an 

individual as a mirror of the collapse of traditional Western culture and the onset of 

depersonalized modem civilization.16 

It was in the 1840s and 50s that American autobiographical writing became most 

diverse and original. The most uniquely American was the slave narrative, created by the 

conditions of a racially and politically divided country. Whereas many later white 

autobiographies depicted the success story, the slave narrative focused on the escape from 

slavery to freedom. The oppressed people turned to the genre of autobiography because 

they wished to make their stories an example to other suffering people and they wanted to 

show the cruelties and injustice they had to oppose. 

Sayre in his essay The Proper Study-Autobiographies in American Studies 

distinguishes three following generations of twentieth century autobiographers, who 

continued to concentrate on the identity of modem man and his relation to the civilized 

society. 17 

The first group consists of artists such as Edith Wharton, Charlotte Perkins 

Gilman, Upton Sinclair, Booker T. Washington and many others whose active career 

reached its peak around 1895 and 1920. Although their works show many criticisms of 

their modem society, these writers were, nevertheless, thoroughly absorbed by the 

realizing of new careers in it. 

The generation of the 1920s and 30s, the so-called Lost Generation (name given 

by Gertrude Stein to her fellow writers), had a completely opposite attitude towards the 

new civilization. They refused to identify with it and remained detached. Their self did 

16 Martin Prochazka, "The Naturalists", Lectures on American Literature, (Prague: Karolinum, 2002) 127-
130. 
17 Robert F. Sayre, "The Proper Study-Autobiographies in American Studies". 
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not find satisfaction in work, but became more rebellious and less civilized while 

enjoying the simple pleasures. Artists such as Eugene O'Neill, Sherwood Anderson, Dos 

Passos, Hemingway, Fitzgerald and others turned to the Bildungsroman and the 

autobiographical war novel as their principal genres. 

Although these writers were mainly praised for their achievements in fiction, their 

contributions to autobiography had a significant effect on the next generation. For 

instance, they freed autobiography from the lockstep chronology and the enumeration of 

the unimportant. 

The third generation comprises a diverse group of writers such as Norman Mailer, 

Malcolm X, Jack Kerouac, Alien Ginsberg, Sylvia Plath, Scott Momaday, Lillian 

Hellman and others. 

Previously mentioned Malcolm X is considered as one of the most influential 

Afro-Americans in the history, who has merit in awakening the racial pride of Afro

Americans and in the spreading of Islam among them. Later many Afro-American 

activists draw from his philosophy while building new political movements like Black 

Power, for instance. His Autobiography (1965) is a very fierce political book, whose 

authenticity has sometimes been doubted (like many other collaborative autobiographies) 

because Alex Haley constructed it from many conversations he had with Malcolm X 

during the 1960s. 18 

Generally, autobiography has started to fulfill various functions such as political 

(Hellman, Malcolm X), psychological - confession of insanity and marginalization of 

mental patients (Sylvia Plath), transcending social and cultural boundaries (Alien 

Ginsberg), search for cultural identity of an oppressed nation (N. Scott Momaday), or 

simply entertaining (Marlon Brando, Frank Sinatra). 

18 "Malcolm X", 17 July 2009 <http://www.malcolmx.com/aboutlbio.html>. 
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In short, autobiography in American literature is a greatly popular genre with its 

long tradition. The number of autobiographies increases astronomically every year; 

Albert Stone in his essay Autobiography and American culture says: "It has been 

estimated that more than 10,000 life stories by Americans have now been published in the 

United States."19 

19 Albert Stone, "Autobiography and American culture", 20 Feb 2009 
<http:/ /www.bookrags.com/criticism/american-autobiography _1/>. 
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1.2 Autobiography in Native American literature 

Autobiography in Native American literature represents a breakthrough genre that 

begins with oral storytelling and ends with demanding experimental writings. 

Interestingly enough, there are two groups of scholars who have asserted that 

nothing like Native American autobiography exists. Whereas the first group assumes that 

indigenous people have been too "primitive" to have a sense of self, the second claims 

that autobiography is purely a Western form and has never been used by Native people. 

Luckily, the third group of scholars involving Gretchen Bataille, Kathleen Mullen 

Sands, H. David Brumble Ill, Amold Krupat, David Murray and Hertha D. Sweet Wong 

has been formed and nowadays they constitute the most significant researchers ofNative 

American autobiography that have been studying the genre as a Western form, but 

together with indigenous modes of self-narration and in historical and cultural contexts. 

At the beginning, Native Americans produced their personal narratives verbally 

while often using dramatic and pictographic forms. Critic H. David Brumble 

distinguishes six kinds of preliterate autobiographical narratives: the coup tales, the tales 

of warfare and hunting, the self-examinations, the self-vindications, the educational 

narratives, and the tales of the acquisition ofpowers.20 

Typically, pre-contact indigenous autobiographical forms focused on the 

communal self, as it was discussed earlier, Native people have always tended to see 

themselves primarily in the group and secondly as individuals. For example, an Indian 

coup story was told by a warrior, who recounted his brave deeds in battle against an 

enemy, in the end of his narration the tribe would valorize his heroic deeds, but his 

identity would be meaningful only within the broader context of tribal culture. 

20 H. David Brumble Ill, American Indian Autobiography (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 
1988) 22-23. 
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Besides telling their stories, Native Americans painted them as well. In general, 

pictographic narratives were concise ways to record and communicate. They were 

frequently painted on hides, shields, or later cloth. For instance, the Natives who were 

imprisoned at Fort Marion in 1870s in Florida produced a number of well-preserved 

pictographic self-narratives?1 

Native people have also managed to offer extensive life stories, which made their 

way into writing in two different but related forms. Critic Arnold Krupat refers to the first 

one as "autobiographies by Indians" and the other as "Indian autobiographies"?2 

Whereas autobiographies by Indians are individually composed texts written by 

those whose lives they depict, Indian autobiographies are not self-written, but represent 

texts marked by "the principle of original, bicultural composite composition" as Krupat 

suggests. His term describes collaborative efforts, produced by a white editor who 

compiles, revises and edits the form of the text, by a Native person whose orally 

presented life story becomes the content of the autobiography, and in almost all cases, by 

an interpreter/translator who chronicles the story. 

Krupat adds another distinction between these two forms: 

Historically, Indian autobiographies have been produced under the sign of history 
and (social) science, while with certain exceptions; autobiographies by Indians 
have been produced under the sign of religion, nonscientific cultural commentary, 
and art?3 

In An Annotated Bibliography of American Indian and Eskimo (1981), Brumble 

lists almost 600 Native American self-narrations. The majority of early Indian life stories 

were collected and translated by traders, missionaries, travelers, and they were 

predominantly addressed to Euro-American readers. These narratives have common 

21 Hertha D. Sweet Wong, "Native American life writing", The Cambridge Companion to Native American 
Literature, ed. Joy Porter and Kenneth M. Roemer (UK: Cambridge University Press, 2005) 128. 
22 Arnold Krupat, Native American Autobiography: an Anthology, (Madison, University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1994) 3-4. 
23 Ibid. 
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features such as: collaborative authorship, mixing of personal and cultural narratives, 

episodic structure, belief in the power of language, and a focus on action rather than 

reflection. Dealing with collaborative authorship, Brumble distinguishes two types of 

editors: "Absent Editors" who pretend that the narrative is the Native person's and "Self-

Conscious Editors" who admit of their own shaping of the story, but try to preserve the 

Native's perspective and narrative style.24 

Historically, the earliest Indian autobiography is The Life of Black Hawk. After 

being defeated in the Black Hawk War of 1832, Black Hawk told his story to defend his 

participation in the conflict. His autobiography is a collaborative work of Black Hawk, 

the translator Antoine LeClaire and the editor John B. Patterson. 

In the nineteenth century, the Indian autobiography in its first manifestations 

appears as a historical document of that time as white people urge Indians who had 

resisted the progress of civilization to tell their story and explain their opposition. Later a 

deep interest in Native American people and their culture increased, consequently the 

creation of collaborative life stories intensified because of their demand. In the early 

twentieth century, it was primarily an anthropological concern that governed the 

production of Indian autobiographies. 

As Hertha Wong mentions: "the earliest written 'autobiography' is still thought to 

be the 1768 execution sermon of Samson Occom, though it was not published until 

1982."25 In the nineteenth century, whereas William Apess and his popular Son of the 

Forest emphasizes the miserable life of his own tribe, protests against relocating of the 

Indians and celebrates "King Philip", whose sermons activated many Indians, George 

Copway and his Life, History, and Travels of Kah-ge-ga-gah-bowh gives a broad 

description of culture, but also touches upon Ojibwa contemporary life and mainly 

24 Brumble, 72-97. 
25 Wong, 133. 
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criticizes the impact of alcohol. 

In general, both authors modeled their narrative structures after Christian 

conversion narratives and their focus was mainly on spiritual confessions, but also social 

problems started to attract the writers' attention. In other words, the theme of relationship 

between converted Indians and Christianity prevailed in the early autobiographies written 

by Indians, but different issues began to be discussed as well. 

It was autobiographies by Indians in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

century that shifted the major emphasis from religious themes to social topics such as 

complicated relations between Indian and white culture. It can be traced in the texts of 

Luther Standing Bear, Zitkala-Sa, Sarah Winnemucca and other writers, who spoke for 

preserving the traditional values of their tribes while at the same time accepting some 

positive elements such as education from Euro-American civilization. 

Like in fiction, two principal themes predominate in contemporary Native 

American autobiography. A key focus has been on a deep inquiry into Indian identity: 

"Who is an American Indian?" Native Americans begin to question their identity, asking 

themselves what exactly makes them different from other groups in the nation. 

The second theme deals with an attempt to reconcile Native American and Euro

American worlds, for example, Charles Alexander Eastman, one of the most prolific 

Native authors, insisted that he could be both "Indian" and "American."26 

The late twentieth-century generation of "Native American Renaissance writers" 

introduced an innovative and experimental kind of Native American autobiography. For 

instance, N. Scott Momaday, who received the Pulitzer Prize in 1969, experiments with 

three different voices in order to establish a Kiowa personal identity in relation to Kiowa 

myth and history in his autobiography The Way to Rainy Mountain (1969). Inspired by 

26 Ibid., 138. 
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the latter, Leslie Marmon Silko also creates an experimental collection of various genres 

while combining diverse voices in her Storyteller. 

In other words, both writers mix together oral tradition, modified pictographic 

modes of personal narration such as illustrations and photographs, historical facts, 

mythology, autobiographical stories in order to aim to revive their tribal past into present 

and save their Native American heritage. 

Numerous and different autobiographical voices have been emerging during the 

recent period. For example, Diane Glancy writes her autobiographical poems about 

mixed-blood identity and the power of language, Louise Erdrich combines reflections 

about one year of a child's life with history, recipes and observations about the natural 

world, Gerald Vizenor narrates his fights against violence, poverty, and racism while 

blending first- and third-person voice, or Simon Ortiz publishes his collection of personal 

essays and poems about history, politics, and weather. 

In short, many Native Americans have been producing remarkable works, whose 

aim is to articulate the diversity and creativity of Native Americans by mixing the 

individual stories with cultural myths and histories, recreating their Indian identity and 

emphasizing the continuity of their oral traditions. 

Native Americans have always been sharing stories about their lives, dreams, 

success and hardship, nevertheless, those writers who narrate them in their 

autobiographies do it as a testimony, not only to a history of genocide, but to survival, 

endurance, and the chance of recovering from the wrongs done to their people. 
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2. Native American women and their social position 

Since the Europeans came to the New World Native people have been mistreated 

and misunderstood, which resulted in their stereotypization. Naturally, Native American 

women and Aboriginal women in Canada were no exceptions. They have either been 

perceived as primitive 'squaws' or romantic 'princesses'. 

Newcomers could not understand the Indian woman's power and her role within 

the Indian society and as a consequence, they created these two contradictory stereotypes: 

on the one hand, the wild, dirty, lustful 'squaw' and on the other hand, the beautiful, 

noble, kind 'princess' who helps and protects white men. Therefore the Native woman 

has been imprisoned in the two images and all the prejudices and misconceptions that 

come along with them. 27 

Until the arrival of the Europeans, the Indian social system was often female-

centered so that women possessed a great power in many Indian societies. For example, 

in Iroquoian communities the woman was defined as nurturer, educator, provider, besides 

she selected and named the leaders, she was understood to be the keeper of the culture 

and she participated in many activities practiced primarily by men. Or in Ojibwa society, 

women were regarded as important economic partners and spiritually; they were 

considered to have a direct relationship with mother Earth and the female elements of the 

waters. Thus while men and women had different roles in their tribe, none was less 

important than another so they were considered partners in all spheres of their living. In 

27 Annette Van Dyke, "Women writers and gender issues", The Cambridge Companion to Native American 
Literature, 85. 
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short, Indian women played a profound role in the political and economic life of their 

communities?8 

But Europeans eminently changed the position of Indian women when they 

started to judge women by their own standards and unfortunately, later many Indian men 

have mastered European attitudes toward their own women. In the newcomers' view, 

women were supposed to be subservient to men and wives were considered to be the 

property of their husbands, whereas men were considered as the holders of power and the 

creators of civilization. 

Scholar Kathleen Mullen Sands points out that in American mind the Indian 

woman in relation to Indian men was insignificant-a breeder of "papooses", gatherer of 

berries and roots, and curer of buffalo hide. Reduced to menial tasks, she remains humble 

and mute. She has no distinct personal identity. Her existence, as portrayed through 

American history, is defined in relationship to her usefulness to males. Further in her 

essay about Native American women autobiography, Sands concludes: 

The princess/squaw stereotypes allowed the American Indian woman not only to 
be marginalized by race and sex, but, perhaps more than any other minority group 
in America and Canada, to be perversely distorted.29 

For example, in Canada the first official discrimination against Indian women 

began with the Indian Act, which was passed in 1876 and which was, and still is, the 

most oppressive legislation in Canadian history. The Indian Act determined that Indian 

status could only be passed through the male line, which signified that Indian women 

who married non-Indian men lost their Indian status and so did their children.30 

28 "Aboriginal Women," 20 June 2007 <http: //www.schoolnet.ca/aboriginal/issues/women-e.html>. 
29 Kathleen Mullen Sands, "Nineteenth-Century Native American Autobiography", 6 Dec. 2007 
<http://www. bookrags.com/ criticism/nineteenth-century-native-american-_9/>. 
30 Voyageur, Cora J, "Contemporary Indian Women in Canada", Visions of the Heart: Canadian Aboriginal 
Issues, edited by David Long and Olive Dickason, (Toronto: Harcourt Canada, 1996) 100-101. 
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The impact of this document on Indian women was immense and it led to many 

cultural and social changes within Indian communities. Indian women were not legal 

entities anymore and had basically no rights; consequently they lost their political power, 

which they hold for so many years. On the other hand, if an Indian man married a non-

Indian woman, he did not have to forgo his status. Interestingly enough, when a non-

Indian woman married an Indian man, she became an Indian and obtained a new status. 

Unfortunately, it took a long time till this infamous discriminatory section of the Indian 

Act has been modified. In 1985 Bill C-31 amendment permitted Indian women and 

children to regain their lost status, but these reinstated Indian women have had to face 

many new problems when they returned to their communities, because they increased 

demand for resources, which have already been scarce. As a consequence, band councils 

have had to deal with a number of difficulties such as housing, education, sharing social 

services in the community and so on.31 

Due to long discrimination and abuse, Indian women nowadays continue to 

struggle with their rights for social and political recognition and equality. Indian women 

rank among the most severely disadvantaged groups in Canadian society.32 

Economically, they are in a worse position than non-Indian women and Indian 

men. They generally have fewer chances to get a good job and they have a lower life 

expectancy. One in ten women in Canada is abused by her partner, yet for aboriginal 

women the figure is closer to one in three. Studies have shown that 80% of aboriginal 

women have experienced family violence. One study in Winnipeg concluded that 43% of 

aboriginal families are headed by single women in comparison to 10% of non-aboriginal 

families. 33 

31 Ibid., 100-107. 
32 Ibid., 93. 
33 "Aboriginal Women," 20 June 2007 <http: //www.schoolnet.ca/aboriginal/issues/women-e.html>. 
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Problems such as alcoholism, family violence, suicide, high unemployment and 

poverty are rampant on reservations and aboriginal women have to fight against them 

every day. 
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2.1 Native American women and their first literary attempts 

Nevertheless, Indian women have never submitted; they have always had strong 

voices, which could not be silenced. One of the areas of women's resistance has been 

cultural, where storytelling has become a source of their power. Indian women have 

attempted to change the simpleminded stereotypes and the misconceptions about the 

importance of women in Native culture by recording their stories in English since the 

nineteenth century. 

Early Native American women writers had relatively high status either because of 

their educational background or their position in their communities. One of the first 

women to publish was the Ojibwa writer, Jane Johnston Schoolcraft. She was a 

significant founder of the Native American literary tradition, mixing both European and 

Native features in her works?4 

Her husband Henry Rowe Schoolcraft was a well-known geologist, ethnologist, 

and one of the earliest writers on Indian culture and history. His accounts of Native 

American life and folklore contributed greatly to anthropological science.35 

Whereas Sarah Winnemucca became the first Indian woman to produce a 

collaborative autobiography Life among the Piutes: Their Wrongs and Claims (1883), 

Zitkala-Sa was the first woman artist who wrote her autobiographical essays without the 

intervention of white people. Therefore both books represent the fundamental elements in 

the canon of Native American women literature. 

S. Alice Callahan was the first Native woman to write a novel Wynema (1891) 

and E. Pauline Johnson published the first collection of poetry written by an Indian 

34 Annette Van Dyke, 86-87. 
35 "Henry Rowe Schoolcraft," Encyclopedia of World Biography (Thomson Gale, 2004) 25 March 2009 
<http:/ /www.highbeam.com>. 
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woman. She also scrutinized a number of women's issues as one of the first Native 

women authors. 

Ella Cara Deloria was one of the first to work an extensive material from the oral 

tradition into a work of fiction. Except writing her novel Waterlily (1944) and thus giving 

insight into roles and status of women before European contact, Deloria belonged to the 

first Native American linguists. Her Dakota Grammar was published with help of the 

renowned anthropologist Franz Boas in 1941 and Speaking of Indians in 1944.36 

The Indian women writers of the late twentieth century continued to produce 

significant contributions to Native American women literature. One of the most 

accomplished authors mentioned earlier represents Leslie Marmon Silko, whose novel 

Ceremony (1977) and later autobiography Storyteller (1981) received wide acclaim. 

Paula Gunn Alien also belongs to the foremost scholars of Native American 

literature; she is recognized as a theoretician, literary critic and teacher of Native 

American literature. 

Nowadays one of the most popular contemporary Indian writers epitomizes 

Louise Erdrich. In her famous novels such as Love Medicine (1984), Tracks (1988) or 

The Bingo Palace (1994), Erdrich portrays her strong female characters in order to 

emphasize Native women's incredible vitality and endurance. 

In their works, Indian women have been concerned with various themes. Whereas 

Native men usually depict their heroic deeds and public figures of importance like Black 

Hawk or Geronimo, Native women write about more private problems such as family, 

marriage or relationships and about the personal experience. For example, Linda Hogan's 

works deal with the restoration of the traditional balance between male and female power 

36 Annette Van Dyke, 93-94. 
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in Native American society or Joy Harjo poems depict women's relationship to the land 

and their role as the mothers. 

In general, Native American women writers have struggled against being 

stereotypized by trying to renew their importance in Native cultures. As writers, they 

created a number of new experimental literary forms by interweaving elements of Indian 

oral tradition into their multi-layer works. As public figures, they greatly contributed to 

the development ofNative life and culture. 
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3. "I have never told you my words": 

Sarah Winnemucca as a charismatic go-between 

Sarah Winnemucca was a Northern Paiute activist, a skilled interpreter, an Army 

scout, a well-known lecturer, a teacher, and the first Native American woman to publish 

an autobiography. Moreover, her life and works had a direct impact on the course of 

nineteenth-century Indian policy. 

Sarah Winnemucca, also known as Sarah Hopkins and as Thocmetony (Shell 

Flower), was born in 1844 in today's Nevada. She grew up during a hard time for her 

Paiute tribe: gold had been discovered in California and subsequently many newcomers 

were making their way through the Paiute land. While growing up she was influenced by 

her grandfather Truckee, who was the leader of the Paiute tribe and who maintained a 

path of peaceful coexistence with the whites. In 1860, she briefly attended a Catholic 

school in California, but had to leave because white parents did not want her to study 

with their children. Meanwhile, the Paiutes became aware of corrupt Indian agents and 

their unfair trade practices, and consequently the relationship between whites and Indians 

soon ended in a number of armed conflicts in 1865. For several years after these 

incidents, Sarah served as interpreter for the soldiers posted at Camp McDermit in 

Nevada.37 

In 1878 another war with the Bannock tribe broke out. Although some Paiutes 

participated in the conflict with the Bannocks, Sarah tried to help the army as an 

interpreter, guide, and scout. Her courage in the Bannock War brought Winnemucca most 

of her people's respect. But after the conflict, both the Bannocks and the Paiutes-

37 Harold Bloom, Native American Women Writers, (Philadelphia: Chelsea House Publisher, 1998) 107. 
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regardless of their participation in the fight-were removed from their land and were 

forced to go to live in the Y akima Reservation. This increased the importance 

Winnemucca's role of a public defender of the Paiutes. She traveled to San Francisco and 

later to the East to lecture in favor of her tribe. Winnemucca gave over three hundred 

speeches on behalf of the Indians and against the wrongs of the federal Indian policies. 

Furthermore, she founded her own Indian school, where the children could learn in their 

own languages, however, it was closed after four years and Winnemucca went to live 

with her sister, where she died in 1891.38 

From her lectures and speeches came Life among the Piutes: Their Wrongs and 

Claims (1883), which is generally acknowledged to be the first known collaborative work 

of Elizabeth Palmer Peabody and her sister Mary Mann written in English by a Native 

American woman. These two Bostonian educators helped Winnemucca to achieve her 

aim when Mann edited the autobiography and Peabody published it. Especially Elizabeth 

Peabody, an influential reformer, historian, and activist in the transcendentalist 

movement, supported Sarah financially so that she could lecture in the cities of the East 

Coast, and establish the Indian bilingual school for children in Nevada.39 

Nonetheless, there have been many questions about how far Winnemucca had 

control over her own narrative in the encounter with the editor. In the preface Mann 

asserts: 

38 Ibid. 

My editing has consisted in copying the original manuscript in correct 
orthography and punctuation, with occasional emendations by the author.40 

39 Siobhan Senier, Voices of American Indian Assimilation and Resistance, (University of Oklahoma Press, 
2001) 79. 
40 Sarah Winnemucca Hopkins, Life among the Piutes: Their Wrongs and Claims (Reno: University of 
Nevada Press, 1994) 2. Henceforth page references to the autobiography will be made within the text itself. 
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Therefore on account of these remarks, most critics agree that Mann's influence 

on Winnemucca's narrative was marginal, however, in her personal correspondence to a 

friend, Mann refers to Winnemucca's text as follows: 

I wish you could see her manuscript as a matter of curiosity, I don't think English 
language ever got such a treatment before. She often takes syllables off of words 
& adds them or rather prefixes them to other words, but the story is heart
breaking, and told with a simplicity& eloquence that cannot be described, for it is 
not high-faluting eloquence, tho' sometimes it lapses into verse (and quite 

. 1 ) 41 poetlca verse too . 

Mann's commentary perhaps indicates that not only she may have corrected more 

than she declares in the preface, but also that she may have been aware of the oral quality 

ofthe text. Therefore, with the aid ofMann, Winnemucca's narrative acquired the literary 

form, but preserved the dramatic oral style. The latter became especially important for the 

Indian autobiographers of the twentieth century for instance, Silko's Storyteller 

(discussed in detail in the sixth chapter) represents one of the most experimental 

autobiographies that are narrated by using traditional oral elements. 

Besides Mann's own words, however, scholars can only guess whether possibly 

and to what extent she contributed to Winnemucca's autobiography. 

As the title foreshadows, Winnemucca' s autobiography is not only a personal 

narrative, but also a cultural history of the Northern Paiute tribe from early contact with 

whites to the 1880s. In other words, it is a mixture of tribal history, personal story, and 

political document, which was created to make a white audience give support to the 

Indian cause. 

In her book Winnemucca abandons the strongly Christian tone of earlier personal 

narratives that was still present in the works ofNative American writers such as William 

Apess and George Copway. She also deviates from these authors by being much more 

41 Gae Whitney Canfield, Sarah Winnemucca of the Northern Paiutes (Norman: University of Oklahoma 
Press, 1983) 203. 
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critical of white hypocrisy; her critical attitude resembles that of slave writers. So unlike 

Apess and Copway, the central theme of her autobiography is not spiritual journey to 

salvation, but Indian-white relations.42 

Winnemucca's main focus can be seen from her way of structuring the book. The 

first chapter concentrates on Winnemucca's childhood and the impact of white migration 

on Paiute life. Although she gives a detailed account of her youth, but little information 

about her adult life, her autobiography is still more personalized than the earlier works of 

Native Americans. 

Then the second chapter of her narrative depicts the domestic and social 

background of the Paiutes and provides an ethnographic introduction of the tribe. But all 

remaining six chapters, nonetheless, describe the conflicts between the Paiutes and whites 

during more than twenty years. 

Generally, Winnemucca's work differs from early Native American 

autobiographers in another aspect, as critic David Brumble emphasizes. Although her 

biographer Gae Whitney Canfield includes a chapter named The Turning Point, 

Winnemucca is neither concerned about turning points in her life nor self-definition, 

because she herself does not have a need of choosing between the Paiute and the white 

way to establish her identity. Whereas those early Native American autobiographers 

urged for working out an explicit sense of who they were in relation to the two worlds 

they lived in. 

Brumble concludes his findings: 

Winnemucca never had any trouble with her identity, she spent time among 
whites; she spent time among the Paiutes. She did not seem to see any essential 
difference between them. 43 

42 A. LaVonne Brown Ruoff, "Sarah Winnemucca: Critical Essay", Literature Criticism Series, (Thomson 
Gale, 2005), 17 Marcl12008 <bttp://ww' .bookrags.com/criticism/winnemucca-sarah-18441891_ 4/>. 
43 H. David Brumble, American Indian Autobiography (Califomia: University of California Press, 1988) 
63-65. 
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Besides, Life among the Piutes differs from typical women's autobiographies. 

Sidonie Smith points out that when the autobiographer is a woman of color or of the 

working class: 

She is doubly or triply the subject of other people's representations, turned again 
and again in stories that reflect and promote certain forms of selfhood identified 
with class, race, and nationality as well as with sex. In every case, moreover, she 
remains marginalized in that she finds herself resident on the margins of 
discourse, always removed from the center of power within the culture she 
inhabits.44 

But even though Winnemucca is marginalized by the white society because of 

being a Native American woman, she is a key person in the Paiute tribe. Her role as an 

interpreter, guide and scout is very exceptional for a woman and consequently her work 

rather fits to the genre of male autobiography. Kathleen Mullen Sands notes that 

Winnemucca describes herself in opposing roles: male and female, private and public: 

She not only presents herself a warrior for Indian justice, but she also develops a 
portrait of a child terrified by white power who, toward the end of her narrative, 
has become a dedicated teacher of Indian pupils-a version of motherhood. 45 

Among other scholars, Brumble comments on Winnemucca's unusual female role 

as well. He sees her work "something like a coup tale" in which Winnemucca records her 

deeds in order to establish how she ought to be regarded, as did such Indian men as Two 

Leggings and White Bull. 

Winnemucca wants to be remembered in this way, as a woman who was brave as 
any man, as a woman who did great things.46 

As mentioned before, Life among the Piutes mainly portrays the relationship 

between Paiutes and newcomers. Although her grandfather Truckee calls them 'his white 

brothers', Sarah remembers hearing scary stories about them. For example, Paiutes learn 

44 Harold Bloom, 114. 
45 Ibid. 
46 H. David Brumb1e, 65-66. 
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about a group of white men, who got trapped in the mountain passes and resorted to 

cannibalism.47 Such information brings fear and horror especially to the lives of children 

and women. Besides, Sarah herself experiences a traumatic incident when she has to be 

buried alive in order to be hidden from white people. Because Winnemucca can never 

forget this dramatic event, she often feels instinctively threatened by white men. 

Oh, can any one imagine my feelings buried alive, thinking every minute that I 
was to be unburied and eaten up by the people that my grandfather loved so 
much? Oh, can any one in this world ever imagine what were my feelings when I 
as dug up by my poor mother and father (12)? 

From the beginning of Winnemucca's story, she contrasts the brutality and 

ferocity of so-called 'civilized' men with the ethical behavior of so-called 'savages'. In 

other words, from the first chapter Winnemucca clearly emphasizes that the Paiutes 

always desired to live in peaceful coexistence with white people, however, the whites 

were hostile and kept uprooting Paiute family life. 

You call my people bloodseeking. My people did not seek to kill them, nor did 
they steal their horses-no, no, far from it. During the winter my people helped 
them. They gave them such as they had to eat (10). It is always the whites that 
begin wars, for their own selfish purposes (51). 

The difficult times for the Paiutes begin when they are dispossessed of their land 

and they are forced to live on the reservation. It is then Winnemucca comes to understand 

the misery Native Americans have to face as a result of government officials. She adverts 

to the lawless practices of malicious Indian agents and sharply criticizes the reservation 

system. Many of the agents whose duty was to oversee the care of the tribe on the 

reservation were intolerable and often abusive. They would scrape on government rations 

of food and clothing as well as hold back profits for themselves that the tribe had worked 

47 Frances E. Karttunen, Between Worlds: Interpreters, Guides, and Survivors (Rutgers University Press, 
1996) 48. 
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for. Thus due the negligence of corrupt agents, the Indians frequently suffer from 

starvation and poverty. 

too. 

Oh such an issue! It was enough to make a doll laugh. A family numbering eight 
persons got two blankets, three shirts, no dress-goods. Some got a fishhook and a 
line; some got one and a half yards of flannel, blue and red; the largest issue was 
to families that camped together, numbering twenty-three persons: four blankets, 
three pieces of red flannel, and some blue, three shirts, three hooks and lines, two 
kettles. It was the saddest affair I ever saw (86-87). 

But Winnemucca can admit that there were two exceptions among those agents 

There are only two agents who have been kind to me, Captain Smith, agent at 
Warm Spring Reservation, and agent Parrish. It was because they did not steal. 
Captain Smith is the only agent who can truly say, 'I have civilized my Indians' 
(136). 

At this time, Winnemucca's skill as an interpreter and her position as a member of 

the most prominent family in the tribe bring her to the very center of tribal negotiations 

with Indian agents and army officers. Consequently, Winnemucca becomes the only 

person her people rely on whenever they find themselves in trouble and need some help: 

"So we came to you, for you are the only that is always ready to talk for us" (140). 

Winnemucca's diplomatic career, however, starts earlier around 1860 when the 

Paiute War (sometimes also called Pyramid Lake War) breaks out. At that moment, 

thousands of white settlers come to the area west of Carson City in Nevada, which is 

already inhabited by the Paiutes. Soon afterwards Indians become anxious and agitated 

because of severe winter and lack of food. Consequently, repeated violent incidents 

heighten tensions between newcomers and Native Americans. According to 

Winnemucca, a spark of the Paiute War is ignited by the rape of two Indian girls and 

following Indian revenge, which ends in five murders of whites. Subsequently, two 

bloody battles are fought during the Paiute War until the conflict concludes with 
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establishing the Paiute Reservation at Pyramid Lake. However, this does not stop the 

violent aggression against the Natives. In order to cease the bloodshed, Winnemucca 

becomes an interpreter and spokesperson between the two groups.48 

Furthermore, Winnemucca uses her exceptional abilities as translator and scout 

and does not hesitate to offer her service to the army. So she appears in many dangerous 

situations, in which she shows her bravery and persistence. Particularly in the Bannock 

War, Winnemucca pictures herself as a courageous fighter, yet she never forgets to point 

out she is 'only' an Indian woman in order to obtain the reader's sympathy for her cause. 

This was the hardest work I ever did for the government in all my life, -the 
whole round trip, from 10 o'clock June 13 up to June 15, arriving back at 5.30 
pm, having been in the saddle night and day; distance, about two hundred and 
twenty-three miles. Yes, I went for the government when the officers could not 
get an Indian man or a white man to go for love or money. I, only an Indian 
woman, went and saved my father and his people (164). 

Winnemucca does not represent the only woman, whose work as interpreter has 

priceless value in the history of Native Americans. For example, Doiia Marina, who 

translated for Spanish colonizer Cortes, was a significant mediator in the Conquest of 

Mexico in the sixteenth century. Like Winnemucca, she came from an important Aztec 

family, but contrary to Sarah, Marina did not choose to become an interpreter and join 

Cortes, but she was given to him as a slave. Besides working for Cortes, she had an 

intimate relationship with him when she became his mistress and bore him a son.49 

In general, the sources agree that Marina (or "La Malinche" as she was sometimes 

called) "certainly had as great an impact on the history of the New World as any woman, 

yet has been belittled and defamed by male Mexican historians". 5° 

48 Jerome Edwards, "Pyramid Lake War", Nov 2008 <http://www.onlinenevada.org/pyramid_lake_war>. 
49 Stephen Greenblatt, Marvelous Possessions, (The University of Chicago Press, 1992) 143-145. 
50 Shep Lenchek, "La Malinche, unrecognized heroine", Jan 1 2006, March 26 2008 
<http://www.mexconnect.com/articles/670-la-malinche-unrecognized-heroine>. 
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Although Winnemucca and Marina lived different lives at different times, the 

main result of their work was very similar: they saved many Indian lives by enabling 

white people to negotiate rather than kill. Therefore they both epitomize the best instance 

of the go-between in the New World. But whereas Marina was an extremely powerful 

woman, because Cortes entirely depended on her, Winnemucca was not as needful for the 

actions of American army. 

As a female member of the community, Winnemucca discusses the issue of 

gender as well. Her detailed accounts of the roles played by girls and women represent a 

subject receiVmg little attention m nineteenth-century autobiographies and 

ethnographies. 51 

Her description of the Paiute councils is an eloquent reminder that Indian women 

m traditional cultures had political power that was denied to white women in the 

'civilized' society. She establishes her role as tribal spokeswoman by showing the 

significant role of women in the political affairs of the tribe and emphasizing the absence 

of a separation of female and male spheres in tribal culture. 

The women know as much as the men do, and their advice is often asked. We 
have a republic as well as you. The council-tent is our Congress, and anybody can 
speak who has anything to say, women and all ... And they take some part even in 
the wars. They are always near at hand when fighting is going on, ready to snatch 
their husbands up and carry them off if wounded or killed. One splendid woman 
that my brother Lee married after his first wife died, went out into the battle-field 
after her uncle was killed, and went into the front ranks and cheered the men on 
(53). 

She continues her thoughts with a bitter comment on the gendered power relations 

in white America: "If women could go into your Congress I think justice would soon be 

done to the Indians" (53). 

51 A. LaVonne Brown Ruoff, "Sarah Winnemucca-Critical essay" . 
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Besides, Winnemucca depicts the Paiute traditional marriage customs, which 

highlight the women's power in their family life, for example, their freedom in choosing 

a husband, the husband's duty to assume the entire wife's household work during a 

certain period before the birth of the first child, or the extent of influence wives have over 

their husbands. 

Above all, she accentuates that the moral integrity of gender relations and of 

women's self-esteem suffered a severe deterioration after Indian-white contact. Indian-

white relations, she suggests, had a different dimension for Native American women than 

for men. Winnemucca frequently describes white men's sexual attacks on Indian women. 

For instance, she tells a story of her sister, who was in danger of being raped. Later, she 

remarks on the psychological effect of white men's violence on Indian women: 

My people have been so unhappy for a long time they wish now to disincrease, 
instead of multiply. The mothers are afraid to have more children, for fear they 
shall have daughters, who are not safe even in their mother's presence (48). 

The question of women's rights becomes a crucial issue also among Afro-

American women in the second half of the nineteenth century. For example, a former 

slave Sojourner Truth decides to fight for women's emancipation. She gives her famous 

speech "Ain't I a Woman?" in 1851 and soon after that Truth becomes as popular public 

speaker as Winnemucca, both mainly focusing on their white audience. When Truth 

ponders on the equality between men and women she deduces her arguments from two 

sources: religion and her own experience from slavery. She claims that "man had nothing 

to do with the birth of Jesus Christ; it was woman who bore him". Then Truth meditates 

on the fact that when she was a slave, no one treated her as "the weaker sex", moreover 

she had to work as hard as men. 52 

52 Karen L. Kilcup, Nineteenth-century American women writers (Wiley-Blackwell, 1997) 57-58. 
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On the other hand, Winnemucca appeals to the importance of Indian women 

before contact with white people, she suggests that woman's position was always 

powerful and equal till white men came and changed it. 

Nevertheless, one of the most interesting features of Winnemucca's 

autobiography besides its themes is the narrative style of the book, which particularly 

targets the white audience. Her story is told with numerous quotes from participants by 

reconstruction. The Paiute speakers always give a history as a means of self-vindication, 

and this tradition is a common form of rhetoric with many Native tribes. Catherine S. 

Fowler calls the style Winnemucca uses "the quotative style of Northern Paiute 

narratives", which is evident in the way Winnemucca dramatizes many episodes with 

long monologues of characters and with her own detailed histories. 53 

Dramatizing scenes and reproducing dialogue enable Winnemucca to intensify her 

attacks against her opponents by including the testimony of witnesses. The technique 

stresses, as well, the influence of the performance aspects of storytelling in native oral 

tradition. Her narrative skill can be seen, for example, in her dramatization of her 

grandfather's death in 1859, in which Winnemucca mixes together pieces of 

autobiography, ethnography, and Indian-white relations. 

As it was previously said, throughout the narrative Winnemucca approaches her 

white readers. She especially aims to articulate Indian problems to non-Indians so that 

she gains their understanding and support. Therefore the writer uses considerable 

oratorical power while frequently addressing the reader in the second person in order to 

establish intimacy and evoke sympathy. For instance: 

Dear reader, I must tell a little more about my poor people, and what we suffer at 
the hands of our white brothers ... Oh, my dear good Christian people, how long 
are you going to stand by and see us suffer at your hands? Oh, dear friends, you 

53 Harold Bloom, 109. 
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are wrong when you say it will take two or three generations to civilize my people 
No! (89). 

At this moment, Winnemucca loses her identity as an autobiographical narrator, 

but returns to her native 'dramatic' role as an Indian storyteller, which interconnects her 

with other Indian women writers such as Zitkala-Sa, Maria Campbell and Leslie Marmon 

Silko in particular. 

Moreover, Winnemucca often alters the way she addresses her reader, once in a 

while her tone is didactic, at other times she becomes reproachful or pleading like in her 

final exhortation for justice for Indian people: 

For shame! For shame! You dare to cry out Liberty, when you hold us in places 
against our will, driving us from place to place as if we were beasts ... Oh, my dear 
readers, talk for us, and if the white people will treat us like human beings, we 
will behave like a people; but if we are treated by white savages as if we are 
savages, we are relentless and desperate; yet no more so than any other badly 
treated people. Oh, dear friends, I am pleading for God and for humanity (243-
44). 

It is important to notice that Winnemucca refers to white people as white savages 

in this passage. Notions such as "civilization" and "barbarism" lose their traditional 

meaning for Winnemucca, who intentionally changes the terms to accentuate that 

although newcomers are "civilized", they sometimes behave like "savages". In his essay 

Of Cannibals, French humanist Michel de Montaigne likewise ponders on the fact that 

the aboriginal people are labeled as savages, cannibals, or barbarians. He observes: 

I find that there is nothing barbarous and savage in this nation, by anything 
I can gather, excepting, that ever~ one gives the title of barbarism to everything 
that is not use in his own country. 4 

Moreover, Montaigne highlights the purity, the simplicity of Indians and their 

natural style of living. In short, he holds the same opinion like Winnemucca saying: 

54 Michel de Montaigne, "Of Cannibals", Essays <http://oregonstate.edu/intruct/phl302/texts/montaigne
essays- -2.html>. 
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We may call these people barbarous, in respect to the rules of reason: but not in 
respect to ourselves, who in all sorts of barbarity exceed them. 55 

As it was emphasized earlier, Winnemucca works with a wide repertoire of 

stylistic devices from oral tradition. One such feature of storytelling performance is a 

shift of voice. Each of the eight chapters is narrated from a slightly altered perspective. 

The first chapter is told from a naive child's point of view. The second chapter in narrated 

in an educational mode, Winnemucca as a tribal ethnographer mediates Paiute traditions 

and rituals to her audience. The third and fourth sections are still described from the 

perspective of young Sarah, whose narrative tone is predominantly modest and tentative. 

However, the narrator of the fifth chapter is already a 21-year-old woman, who 

works as interpreter and is gaining experience, therefore her tone becomes satiric and 

mocking especially while portraying the white corrupt agents at Indian reservation. 

At this issue our agent, Mr. Batemann, gave the Shoshones one ton of flour before 
this new agent, which made me very angry, and I talked to him before Colonel 
Dodge. I said, "You come up here to show off before this man. Go and bring 
some flour to my people on Humboldt River, who are starving, the people over 
whom you are agent. For shame that you who talk three times a day to the Great 
Father in Spirit-land should act so to my people. This man called himself a 
Christian, too (87). 

Sarah's tone in the longest seventh chapter immensely differs from all the 

previous parts. Being a 34-year-old woman, her fighting in the Bannock War turns Sarah 

into an experienced female soldier on one hand and into a self-confident and dramatic 

narrator on the other hand. 

55 Ibid. 

Yes, I went for the government when the officers could not get an Indian man or a 
white man to go for love or money. I, only an Indian woman, went and saved my 
father and his people (164). 
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In brief, shifting of voices allows Winnemucca to indicate that her narrator is 

growing older and that she is increasingly assuming responsibility in more problematic 

situations she has to face. 

Then Winnemucca abundantly exploits irony in her narration. For example: 

"While they were thus fishing, their white brothers came upon them and fired on them, 

and killed one of my uncles ... (20). The phrase "their white brothers" originated with her 

grandfather, who sincerely called his white friends his white brothers, however 

Winnemucca uses it in an ironic way to distance herself from white people and to 

compare them with her own kind. So Winnemucca's usage of such phrases speaks to 

Bakhtin's theory about hybridized language. Bakhtin maintains: 

What we are calling hybrid construction is an utterance that belongs, by its 
grammatical (syntactic) and compositional markers, to a single speaker, but that 
actually contains mixed within it two utterances, two speech manners, two styles, 
two 'languages', two semantic and axiological belief systems. 56 

Consequently, when Winnemucca describes a white attack on Indian fishermen in 

the phrase "their white brothers", the reader realizes that the two "languages", the "two 

systems" emerge from the single utterance. 

Moreover, Winnemucca employs religious-Christian discourse to stress the 

whites' unchristian behavior or to appeal to Christian conscience of her audience. For 

example, she often places phrases such as "Christian agent's doings" when she describes 

how badly government agents treat her people or she simply urges her reader: 

Oh, my dear good Christian people, how long are you going stand by and see us 
suffer at your hands (89)? 

56 M.M. Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination (Austin: U of Texas P, 1981) 304-5. 
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Like Doiia Marina, Winnemucca is subsequently attacked for her services from all 

directions. Some of her people accuse her of having betrayed them; therefore she tries to 

defend herself while explaining to them: 

I know I have told you more lies than I have hair on my head, I tell you, my dear 
children, I have never told you my own words; they were the words of the white 
people, not mine (236). 

In consequence, she decides to append many documents attesting to her high 

moral character and to her services for the government. In this way she deals with 

publicized accusations like, for example, from Major William Rinehart, an agent that 

Winnemucca sharply criticized, who threw dirt at her as claiming: 

She is notorious for her untruthfulness as to be wholly unreliable. She is 
known ... to have been a common camp follower, consorting with common 
soldiers. 57 

To fight these gossips, Winnemucca publishes a number of tributes from several 

high-ranking officers with whom she served. Although such authenticating devices are 

common in slave narratives as Ruoff mentions, Brumble also links her use of them to the 

oral traditions of self-vindication in Indian personal narrative (68). 

Catherine S. Fowler affirms in her essay that Winnemucca was a controversial 

figure. Part of the discomfort people probably have with her is Winnemucca's support for 

General Allotment Act of 1887, which tried to end the reservation system. It seemed to be 

a good solution to the disastrous reservation politics, but it was eventually a sad piece of 

legislation for Native Americans, because it opened the floodgate for white settlement on 

reservation land. However, Winnemucca hated the reservation system so she hoped the 

Allotment Act would insure individual Indian land holdings. But as a result of this act, by 

57 A. LaVonne Brown Ruoff, "Sarah Winnemucca--Critical Essay". 
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1934, sixty percent of the land owned by Indians in 1887 had passed from their control, 

which unfortunately Winnemucca could not foreshadow. 58 

For some people Winnemucca was a courageous hero who loved her people and 

wanted to secure better conditions for them, whereas for others Winnemucca represented 

a tool of the military, or even worse, a traitor who caused members of her own tribe to be 

killed. Nonetheless, it is clear that Sarah Winnemucca was an extraordinary Native 

American woman, who at difficult times was fighting against stereotypical images of 

Native American women and who in the end accomplished a great deal of extraordinary 

achievements. 

As a writer, Winnemucca was a notable female artist. She made use of her 

autobiography as a strong political device because she wanted to convince her white 

audience that Indian people were not so uncivilized brutes as they were perceived by the 

dominant culture. Above all, in her book Winnemucca blended together pieces of oratory, 

myths, personal and tribal stories in order to reach political as well as aesthetical effect. 

58 AndrewS. McClure, "Sarah Winnemucca: [Post] Indian Princess and Voice of the Paiutes---Critical 
Essay", Melus, Summer 1999, April2008 
<http:/ /fmdarticles.com/p/articles/mi_ m2278/is _ 2 _ 24/ai_ 59211506>. 
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4. "Now a cold bare pole I seemed to be in a strange 

earth": Zitkala-Sa and the problem of acculturation 

Gertrude Simmons Bonnin or Zitkala-Sa (Red Bird in the Lakota dialect), was an 

extraordinarily talented and educated Native American woman, who struggled and 

triumphed in a time when severe prejudice prevailed toward Native American culture and 

women in particular. Besides being one of the earliest tribal autobiographers who wrote 

in English, she was an excellent musician, an exceptional teacher and a charismatic 

political activist. 

Zitkala-Sa was born Gertrude Simmons in 1876 as the daughter of a Yankton 

Dakota mother and a white father. Gertrude spent the first eight years of her life on the 

Y ankton reservation with her mother until missionaries allured the naive girl to leave for 

a Quaker boarding school in Indiana where she learnt English. 59 

When she returned to the reservation, people looked at her as 'too white' and 

consequently separated from her. Nevertheless, Gertrude decided to continue with 

acquiring her 'white' education and therefore went to the Earlham College in Indiana. 

Besides her subsequent literary and political success, Gertrude was an accomplished 

violinist and even won a scholarship to study at the Boston Conservatory of Music. 

Moreover in 1913, she and classical music composer William Hanson wrote an opera 

called Sun Dance. The creation was appreciated by a few, but since 1937 has gone 

unnoticed. 60 

After finishing her studies, Gertrude became a teacher at the Carlisle Indian 

School in Pennsylvania. She started to write several articles for prestigious magazines 

59 Harold Bloom, 118. 
60 Melessa Renee Henderson, "Gertrude Simmons Bonnin", 1 7 May 2008 
<http:/ /voices.cla.umn.edu/vg!Bios/entries/bonnin _gertrude _simmons _ zitkalasa.htrnl>. 
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such as Harper's and Atlantic Monthly in order to criticize the militaristic educational 

methods of Richard Henry Pratt, an army officer who founded the Carlisle Indian School. 

Pratt abusively exploited his students for labor while at the same time receiving 

government funds for each student attending the school. 

Therefore under the pen name Zitkala-Sa, the indignant teacher strongly disagreed 

with Pratt's severe methods of iron discipline, forced Christianity and total eradication of 

Indian culture and language. She was also convinced that Indians should be educated in 

academic subjects instead of practicing solely vocational training. Unsurprisingly, 

writers' attacks on the school system caused irretrievable bad feelings between her and 

the employer, which eventually led to the end of Zitkala's service at Carlisle. 

Soon after she was publicly criticized for her sharp tongue because many people 

felt she showed no gratitude for the kindness and support that white people had given her 

in her education.61 

Apart from writing her critical pieces, Zitkala-Sa was contributing from 1900 to 

1902 to the Atlantic Monthly with her autobiographical sketches, so she rapidly 

developed a literary reputation among the magazine readers. These autobiographical 

writings were collected along with other stories and essays later in the volume American 

Indian Stories ( 1921 ). 

But her first published work was a significant book of Indian stories and 

folktales-Old Indian Legends (1901), which is based on the oral tradition of Native 

Americans, and in which Zitkala-Sa plays an important role of the Sioux storyteller. 

The fact that the substantial source of Zitkala-Sa's inspiration is the traditional 

oral culture of Native Americans connects the author with other women writers such as 

Sarah Winnemucca, Maria Campbell, but especially with Leslie Marmon Silko. 

61 Paula Giese, "Biography of Zitkala-Sa", 17 May 2008 
<http://www.kstrom.net/isk/stories/authors/bonnin.html>. 
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Like Silko, Zitkala-Sa retells the traditional stories of her tribe that she heard as a 

child. The old legends are recounted in an easy, engaging style, but at the same Zitkala

Sa often becomes a dramatic and emotional narrator. The tales mainly deal with 

mythological figures such as Iktomi, who resembles Silko's favorite character-the 

Trickster. In other words, both writers represent the traditional storytellers of their tribes. 

It is also important to remark that like Winnemucca, Zitkala-Sa was a notable 

political figure. She was elected secretary of the Society of the American Indian, which 

was founded as a collective forum for those Native Americans who sought compensation 

for injustices suffered through government policies. The Society dissolved in 1920, and 

in 1926 Zitkala founded the National Council of American Indians, which she ran until 

the end of her life. 62 

But Zitkala-Sa was particularly a prominent writer who is now considered as one 

of the founding voices of the Native American literary tradition. Her autobiographical 

works represent the first attempt by a Native American woman to write a personal story 

without anybody's help. In this way, she was able to criticize openly the methods of 

white people in educating young Indians, the negative intentions of white teachers to 

destroy the traditional Indian culture and she could independently express her own 

feelings of alienation that the white education brought her. In other words, hers is an 

angry, critical, and also literary voice for Native rights. 

Like Winnemucca, Zitkala-Sa illustrates the prejudice, ignorance, and brutality of 

the whites by comparing the two opposite cultures. Both writers pursue an aim to focus 

on mostly white readers in order to revise in them the cultural identity ofNative people 

by merging cultural critique with aesthetic form. Their personal life together with their 

62 Ibid. 
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writings show the difficult position of a Native American writer constantly oscillating 

between the Indian and white world. 

Structurally, Zitkala-Sa' autobiographical essays consists of four short parts such 

as Impressions of an Indian Childhood (1900), The School Days of an Indian Girl (1900), 

An Indian Teacher Among Indians (1900) and Why I am a Pagan (1902), which further 

divide into smaller episodes. Whereas the first three narratives follow chronologically 

Zitkala-Sa's life from childhood until maturity, the last piece quite differs from the 

previous chapters. Why I am a Pagan is a religious meditation, in which Zitkala-Sa 

confesses her inner thoughts about the Christian and Pagan faith. Thus this essay can be 

perceived as a personal closure of one of the crucial aspects of the writer's life. Besides 

throughout the three sections, Zitkala-Sa's voice has a very critical and ironical tinge, but 

in the last part her tone changes into a poetic, almost sentimental sound and her language 

becomes full of vivid imagery. It is especially here that Zitkala-Sa exhibits her refined 

English skills. For example, 

With half closed eyes I watch cloud shadows in their noiseless play upon the high 
bluffs opposite me, while into my ear ripple the sweet, soft cadences of the river's 
song.63 

Thematically, Zitkala-Sa' works cover the main conflicts between tradition and 

acculturation, between literature and politics, between American Indian spirituality and 

Christian religion, and other dilemmas, such as mother-daughter conflict, or gendered 

family role expectations.64 

63 Zitkala-Sa, Why I am a Pagan and other autobiographical stories (Virginia: Electronic Text Center, 
University of Virginia Library), 801. Henceforth page references to the autobiography will be made within 
the text itself. 
64 Roseanne Hoefel, "Zitkala-Sa: A Biography.", Winter 1999, May 6 2008 
<http://www.facstaff.bucknell.edu/gcarr/19cUSWW/ZS/rh.html>. 
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In general, Zitkala-Sa' s autobiography agrees with several standpoints of slave 

narratives, which detail the personal experiences of African Americans who escaped from 

slavery and found their shelter in the North.65 

Like Zitkala-Sa, they predominately address their white audience to arouse the 

sympathy of readers when stressing the oppression and brutality of slave owners. Then 

many authors of slave narratives, for example the former slave and writer Frederick 

Douglas, believe in the importance of education as well as Zitkala-Sa. Besides, the 

writers of slave narratives often allude to the Bible and traditional Christian religious 

motifs like Zitkala-Sa does in her first essay. But for instance, whereas Douglas more 

radically denounces the hypocritical Christians for their sins committed on the slaves, 

Zitkala-Sa only sadly notes: 

Still I would not forget that the pale-faced missionary and the hoodooed aborigine 
are both God's creatures, though small indeed their own conceptions of Infinite 
Love (803). 

Then she decides to leave the Christian dogmas to the priests and adopts her 

Indian faith again. 

According to Bataille and Sands, Zitkala-Sa' four autobiographical narratives 

follow the "three thematic thrusts in American Indian women's autobiography: tradition 

and culture contact, acculturation, and return to tradition" ( 6). 

In her first essay, which belongs to the mentioned phase of "tradition and culture 

contact", Zitkala-Sa depicts her early years of life in a seemingly idyllic state of harmony 

with nature and tradition. She portrays: 

I was a wild little girl of seven. Loosely clad in a slip of brown buckskin and light 
footed with a pair soft moccasins on my feet, I was as free as the wind that blew 
my hair, and no less spirited than a bounding deer. These were my mother's 
pride-my wild freedom and over flowing spirit (3 7). 

65 Campbell Donna M., "The Slave Narrative", Literary Movements, May 22 2007, May 2 2009 
<http://www. wsu.edu/ -campbelld/amlit/slave.htm>. 
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So Zitkala-Sa lives with her mother on the reservation and is educated in the 

traditional Sioux way so that she learns through experience and imitation. Whether she 

creates beadwork or plays with her friends, Zitkala-Sa follows the tradition of her tribe 

and is taught to preserve it. These natural educational methods immensely contrast with 

the learning approach of white missionaries, which Zitkala-Sa endures soon afterwards at 

a missionary school. 

Since their arrival Zitkala-Sa's mother does not trust the 'palefaces' and 

discourages her daughter to leave with them. 

There! I knew you were wishing to go, because Judewin has filled your ears with 
the white men's lies. Don't believe a word they say! Their words are sweet, but, 
my child, their deeds are bitter. You will cry for me, but they will not even soothe 
you. Stay with me, my little one (47)! 

But little Zitkala-Sa is allured to go away because she desires for "big red apples 

and for a ride on the iron horse" ( 46). In this episode, Zitkala-Sa avails of Christian 

motifs to create an Indian version of the story about Eve, in which Gertrude leaves her 

harmonic life on the reservation-her Eden, because she is tempted by the forbidden fruit 

as well as Eve was seduced by her desire for knowledge. Purposely, Zitkala-Sa uses the 

biblical story of Eve's fall as a metaphor for the seduction of Indians by white people in 

order to make her white audience understand the message. 

In the next part The School Days of an Indian Girl, Zitkala-Sa recounts the 

following process of her forced "acculturation". From the beginning, Zitkala-Sa feels 

embarrassed by people on the train because they rudely stare at her as if she is "the 

captured young of a wild creature" (47). After arriving at the missionary school, she is 

stripped of everything that symbolizes her Native American identity and culture. The 

clothes are taken away from her and although she is willing to fight for her beautiful 

braids: "No, I will not submit! I will struggle first!" (187), they are forcibly chopped off. 
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Such an act is particularly cruel, because "short hair was worn by mourners, and shingled 

hair by cowards" (187) in the Sioux culture. Therefore cutting off her braids is a very 

painful experience for young Zitkala-Sa, because it makes her feel extremely humiliated 

and excluded from her Native American community. 

I cried aloud, shaking my head all the while until I felt the cold blades of the 
scissors against my neck, and heard them gnaw off one of my thick braids. Then I 
lost my spirit. Since the day I was taken from my mother I had suffered extreme 
indignities. People had stared at me. I had been tossed about in the air like a 
wooden puppet. And now my long hair was shingled like a coward's (187)! 

Besides losing her clothes and hair, Zitkala-Sa is deprived of her native language. 

Suddenly she is obliged to use English, which brings her only confusion: 

The constant clash of harsh noises, with an undercurrent of many voices 
murmuring an unknown tongue, made a bedlam within which I was securely tied. 
And though my spirit tore itself in struggling for its lost freedom, all was useless 
(186). 

Through several episodes concerning English, Zitkala-Sa learns that its nature is 

unreliable and problematic. For example, she narrates the Snow episode about her friend 

Thowin, who does not understand English and knows just one word to respond with: 

"No". So when the teacher asks whether she will obey, her answer is "No". Then the 

child is cruelly punished until the answer "No" satisfactorily corresponds to the right 

question. Herein Zitkala-Sa points out the horrible trauma Indian children had to 

experience when they were not able to communicate with their teachers and had to suffer 

from very brutal consequences. Moreover, she emphasizes the fact that white teachers 

were absolutely inconsiderate towards the children and their stressful new life. 

During the first two or three seasons misunderstanding as ridiculous as this one of 
the snow episode frequently took place, bringing unjustifiable frights and 
punishments into our little lives (188). 
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Zitkala-Sa strongly disapproves of teachers' severe methods for causmg the 

Indian children only fear and frustration. By her personal experience of intimidation 

when threatened with the image of the devil in order to obey, she demonstrates the wrong 

practices used on educating young Indians. 

I trembled with awe, and my heart throbbed in my throat, as I looked at the king 
of evil spirits. Then I heard the paleface woman say that this terrible creature 
roamed loose in the world, and that little girls who disobeyed school regulations 
were to be tortured by him (189). 

Later Zitkala-Sa sadly remarks that those school years of forced Americanization 

and their painful impact on her personality never really faded. The pain of being cruelly 

denuded of her Indian identity endured for the rest of her life. 

The melancholy of those black days has left so long a shadow that it darkens the 
path of years that have since gone by. These sad memories rise above those 
smoothly grinding school days (190). 

In the end, Zitkala-Sa gets accustomed to the white man's world and becomes 

familiar with English. Before she leaves for college, Zitkala-Sa returns home, where it 

appears that her gained education makes her feel very alienated from her family. 

Consequently, during her whole life Zitkala-Sa is caught between two worlds, but 

belonging to none. 

I seemed to hang in the heart of chaos, beyond the touch or voice of human aid. 
My brother did not quite understand my feelings. My mother had never gone 
inside of a schoolhouse, and so she was not capable of comforting her daughter 
who could read and write. Even nature seemed to have no place for me. I was 
neither a wee girl nor a tall one; neither a wild Indian nor a tame one (191). 

Against her mother's wish, Zitkala-Sa attends Earlham College, where once again 

she has to deal with disdainful looks of other students, therefore she "wept in secret, 

hidden in her room and wishing she had stayed with her mother, instead of remaining 

among a cold race whose hearts were frozen hard with prejudice" (193). 
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One time, but for a brief moment, Zitkala-Sa expenences a sweet sense of 

integration when she wins her first oratorical contest. Her joy is soon destroyed when 

being labeled 'squaw': 

After the orations were delivered ... some college rowdies threw out a large white 
flag, with a drawing of a most forlorn Indian girl on it. Under this they had printed 
in bold black letters words that ridiculed the college which was represented by a 
"squaw." Such worse than barbarian rudeness embittered me (194). 

So despite her success, Zitkala-Sa does not feel satisfaction. The heartless 

message that no matter what she does, she will always be only 'squaw' touches her 

deeply. She gains insight into her mother's disapproval to abandoning their culture for 

white man's education. 

The little taste of victory did not satisfy a hunger in my heart. In my mind I saw 
my mother far away on the Western plains, and she was holding a charge against 
me (194). 

After Zitkala-Sa finishes her studies, she eagerly "wishes to go to spend her 

energies in a work for the Indian race" (382). Subsequntly, the third essay An Indian 

Teacher among Indians describes her efforts of being a teacher. When she is sent to 

recruit students for her school, Zitkala-Sa reunites with her family. In the reservation, 

however, she finds her brother being replaced as an Indian agent by a white man. Zitkala-

Sa becomes enraged about such a wrong government policy while her realistic mother 

plainly states: 

Well, my daughter, this village has been these many winters a refuge for white 
robbers. The Indian cannot complain to the Great Father in Washington without 
suffering outrage for it here (384). 

At this moment Zitkala-Sa realizes that it is foolish to expect something done in 

aid of Indians on the part of white people. "Let us not look for good or justice: then we 

shall not be disappointed" (385). 
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As a teacher, Zitkala-Sa also becomes conscious of the corrupted educational 

system. She grasps that white teachers do not really care about educating the Indians and 

"the few rare ones who have worked nobly for my race were powerless to choose 

workmen like themselves" (386), Zitkala-Sa bitterly comments on the situation at 

schools. 

Thus she decides to leave her position, because although the 'palefaces' are 

content with their work: "they were educating the children of the red man" (386), they 

fail to sincerely question themselves "whether real life or long-lasting death lies beneath 

this semblance of civilization" (386), the white system of educating the Indians. 

After quitting her job, Zitkala-Sa reflects on her personal development. She 

profoundly regrets some heavy losses in her life: 

For the white man's paper I had given up my faith in the Great Spirit. For these 
same papers I had forgotten the healing in trees and brooks. On account of my 
mother's simple view of life, and my lack of any, I gave her up, also. I made no 
friends among the race of people I loathed. Like a slender tree, I had been 
uprooted from my mother, nature, and God ... Now a cold bare pole I seemed to 
be, planted in a strange earth (386). 

It is then Zitkala-Sa becomes aware of being an outsider to both the Sioux and 

American community and being unable to find relief in either. 

In the fourth autobiographical story entitled Why I am a Pagan (1902), Zitkala-Sa 

ponders on the question of religion. She explains the main reason for finally recovering 

her faith in the Great Spirit and refusing Christianity. Zitkala-Sa looks at her mother as 

the bearer of tribal religion, however, she perceives her differently when she converts to 

Christianity. 

Afterwards Zitkala-Sa loses her faith on account of injustice, corruption, poverty, 

and disillusion as well. "The Great Spirit does not care if we live or die!" (385), she 

exclaims once. But although her mother turned to Christianity, she replies: "Sh! My 
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child, do not talk so madly. There is Taku Iyotan Wasaka, to which I pray" (385). While 

using an explanatory note about Wasaka being an absolute power, Zitkala-Sa here refers 

to her own recovered respect for Native American religion. 

At the same time, Zitkala-Sa feels sorry for the Christianized Indians because they 

have lost their Great Spirit, their sense of oneness with Nature, and their cultural identity 

when adopting the white religious norm. She describes 'native preacher' as a "distorted 

shadow", nevertheless, she treats him "with respect for God's creature, though he mouths 

most strangely the jangling phrases of a bigoted creed" (803). 

Eventually, Zitkala-Sa regains a sense of belonging and rejoices in natural forces 

so that her last essay represents the phase of "return to tradition" and it completes the 

circular pattern of her stories. 

I prefer to their dogma my excursions into the natural gardens where the voice of 
the Great Spirit is heard in the twittering of birds, the rippling of mighty waters, 
and the sweet breathing of flowers (803). 

Throughout her life Zitkala-Sa struggles with the influence of two cultures, but 

unlike many Indians who succumbed to the influence of the dominant Christian faith, 

Zitkala-Sa boldly refuses it in order to be true to her Native American heritage. 

In general, Zitkala-Sa's autobiography is composed of her short essays published 

in Atlantic Monthly, which as critic William Andrews states: "are loosely knit together 

into an open-ended narrative that seems deliberately to leave many of its own questions 

unanswered".66 Consequently, Zitkala-Sa has been criticized for her autobiographical 

pieces because in the opinion of some scholars these writings did not conform to the 

traditional standards of autobiography, mainly the criterion of depicting a movement 

from chaos to organization. Another critic Dexter Fisher, for example, considers her 

66 William L. Andrews, 17. 
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writing as a failure of coalescence because she never reaches a sense of wholeness, 

integration. 67 

However, why should have Zitkala-Sa followed the traditional model of European 

autobiography like some male Native American writers have done? The same way as 

Winnemucca, Zitkala-Sa's main interest was not to stress her own individuality; their 

works were secondarily personal life stories. On one hand, Zitkala-Sa was an Indian 

woman, who accepted certain white influences such as English language, but on the other 

hand she became the writer, who was capable of using them to provoke the whites to be 

conscious of their oppression ofNative people. 

67 Martha J. Cutter, "Zitkala-Sa' Autobiographical Writings: The Problems of a Canonical Search for 
Language and Identity," Me/us 1994,5 May 2008 
<http://fmdarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m2278/is_nl_v19/ai_ 18607681>. 
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5. "Who am 1?": Maria Campbell and the identity of a 

Halfbreed 

Maria Campbell was born in 1940 in northern Saskatchewan as a descendant of 

Canadian Metis people. Mixed-blood, Metis, and the more pejorative name half-breed 

have been used in the United States and Canada to define a person of mixed Indian and 

European ancestry. Bataille and Sands advert to the label half-breed and its negative 

connotations, which have been linked with this term for a very long time: 

During the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century the label half-breed 
was applied most often to those Indian males suspected of being particularly 
evil. The fictional figure of the half-breed mirrored society's attitude toward the 
group.68 

The term Metis originally referred to "the children of the fur trade", whose 

mothers were mostly Cree women and their fathers usually came from Europe to trade fur 

with the Indians. As early as the late seventeenth century, the Metis began to develop as a 

distinctive group; however, a fully unified sense of ethnic consciousness would not 

develop until the late 18th and early 19th century. 69 

Native American writer Gerald Vizenor comments on the question of the Metis 

identity: 

The words Metis and mixed-blood possess no social or scientific validation, 
because blood mixture is not a measurement of consciousness, culture, or human 
experiences; but the word Metis is a source of notable and radical identification. 70 

68 Gretchen M. Bataille and Kathleen Mullen Sands, American Indian Women Telling Their Lives 
(Nebraska: University of Nebraska Press, 1984) 117. 
69 Culjak, Toni A., "Searching for a Place in Between: The Autobiographies of Three Canadian Metis 
Women, American Review of Canadian Studies, March 22 2001, March 23 2009 
<http:/ /www.highbeam.com>. 
70 Bataille and Sands, 117. 
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Vizenor's assertion, however, does not make good legal sense, because Canadian 

law strictly defines the native population. Sadly, yet in 1940 the Indian Affairs branch of 

the Canadian government refused acknowledge the Metis as a legally defined group, so 

they had to fight for their legal recognition for a long time.71 

Consequently, Campbell's most famous book Hal.fbreed (1973) reflects the Metis 

political situation in Canada by portraying their history and difficult position in Canadian 

society with the main focus on the discrimination and racism to which the people have 

been exposed. 

It is interesting that Maria Campbell mainly refers to her people as the Metis, but 

she uses the more negative designation when relating to herself. In this way, she perhaps 

suggest the wrong influence of negative stereotypes on her people, or she may be imply 

that distinguishing between Metis and mixed-bloods is simply old-fashioned and 

unimportant at the moment when the traditional Metis culture is in jeopardy. After 

reading the story, nevertheless, it is clear that the pejorative term loses its previous 

associations. 

The beginning of Camp bell's book does not start with her birth, but she starts with 

placing her life within the context of Canadian Metis history. The author gives her reader 

a historical account of the Metis, unsuccessful fight for claiming the land they had lived 

on for years as she chronicles the events from the 1860s to the end of the North West 

Rebellion in 1885. 

Besides speaking for the whole Metis nation, Camp bell's autobiography also 

depicts her individual search for self-identity. It is an intimate story of a woman, who has 

to struggle to survive the prejudice and poverty and who has to deal with many Indian 

problems such as drug addiction, alcoholism, and prostitution. 

71 Ibid. 
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In the Introduction Campbell explains to the audience her main reason for writing 

such a personal story: 

I write this for all of you, to tell you what it is to be a Halfbreed woman in our 
country. I want to tell you about the joys and sorrows, the oppressing poverty, the 
frustrations and the dreams. 72 

However, it soon becomes clear that Campbell designed her book particularly for 

non-Natives. Campbell's chief goal is to describe her negative experiences as a 

Halfbreed, but she does not accuse the audience of her distress. The reader is simply 

drawn into her life to share all her pain and misery. 

I am not bitter. I have passed that stage. I only want to say: this is what it was like; 
this is what it is still like. I know that poverty is not ours alone. Your people have 
it too, but in those earlier days at least you had dreams, you had a tomorrow (9). 

At the beginning, it is important to emphasize that Campbell's narrative 1s 

constituted by a number of major literary elements such as the humor, the irony, or the 

understatement. These features coupled with several typical Native American 

characteristics like an episodic and circular structure of the text, writer's light, 

conversational tone, or the disruption of chronology, all point out that the oral storytelling 

tradition forms the basis ofCampbell's autobiography. 

As it was indicated above, Campbell' s narrative is written in a cyclic pattern. The 

stress of the first part of the book lies in author's sense of belonging to the Metis 

community and the celebration of community life, in which Campbell's cultural identity 

is gradually shaped. Nonetheless, Campbell's collective voice shifts into a more isolated, 

singular tone when the community starts to fall apart and Campbell becomes estranged 

and separated from her people. However, the writer's involvement in political activism 

72 Maria Campbell, Haljbreed, (Canada: Goodread Biographies, 1983) 2. Henceforth page references to the 
autobiography will be made within the text itself. 
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reunites her with the Metis community so that the collective voice reappears at the end of 

the book. 

Many scholars consider Indian humor as the most significant component of 

Native American narratives. Campbell's humor especially dominating her childhood 

stories appears in the form of situational irony or a short, funny story in order to balance 

the second and more tragic part of her text. Particularly through these humorous stories, 

Campbell links her narrative to the oral tradition of storytelling. In his book Native 

American Renaissance critic Kenneth Lincoln emphasizes: 

Tribal stories pivot on contrasts and reversals, releasing sorrow, sparking laughter, 
inspiring invention, purging primal fears ... A diverse sense of contradiction 
characterizes Indian storytelling (50). 

Apart from entertaining, Indian humor is also a means of struggle against the 

oppression and prejudice, which facilitates to ridicule the white people. Like for example, 

in the story when the Metis parents are called to the school for inoculations and the white 

teacher takes one father extremely seriously: 

Alex Vandal, the village joker, was at his best that day. He told Daddy that he was 
going to act retarded because the whites thought we were anyway. The teacher 
asked for the first name. Alex replied, 'Boy.' Then he looked dumbly around and 
finally yelled at his wife in French and Cree. 'Oh, the name is Paul.' 
The teacher then asked whether Paul knew his ABC's? 'No.' 
'Does he count?' 'No.' 
'Does your son believe in Jesus Christ?' 'No.' 
'Don't you believe in Jesus?' 'I don't know I never saw the god' (48). 

Another common feature of Indian stories, which can likewise be traced in 

Camp bell's narrative, is a disrupted chronological sequence of the narration. Camp bell's 

personal tale develops with association and memories of the central character that 

dominates the writer's life. It is her great-grandmother Cheechum, who represents the 

girl's advisor and mentor throughout the whole story and whose appearances in and out 

of the narration disturb its chronological flow. Campbell depicts their relationship: 
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As far back as I can remember Daddy taught me how to set traps, shoot a rifle, 
and fight like a boy. Mom did her best to turn me into a lady, showing me how to 
cook, sew and knit, while Cheechum, my best friend and confidante, tried to teach 
me all she knew about living (16). 

Cheechum is an old experienced woman, who understands that the white 

institutions such as government, church, or school negatively influence the Indian world 

when they try to crush the spirit of Metis people. While explaining to Maria the tragic 

situation of their people, Cheechum uses a blanket metaphor, which represents the 

negative self-images the Metis believe in: 

When the government gives you something, they take all that you have in return
your pride, your dignity, all the things that make you a living soul. When they are 
sure they have everything they give you a blanket to cover your shame ... The 
blanket only destroys; it doesn't give warmth (159, 175). 

Therefore Cheechum teaches Maria to go with her head up and find her own 

answers about her identity. She emphasizes to the girl to be proud of herself for being a 

mixed-blood person and a woman. However, for Campbell this experience is very painful 

because as a half-breed girl she has to face a double discrimination, not only from the 

whites, but also from her own kind. Like her mother, Campbell becomes a subject of the 

exploitation of men. She soon comprehends that half-breed men are cowards, who cannot 

stand up to the whites so they beat up their wives at least. After her catastrophic 

relationships with men Campbell ponders on the main cause for such appalling behavior 

of Indian men toward their women: 

I realize now that the system that fucked me up fucked up our men even worse. 
The missionaries had impressed upon us the feeling that women were a source of 
evil. This belief, combined with the ancient Indian recognition of the power of 
women, is still holding back the progress of our people today (168). 

But although she criticizes the system, Campbell does not hesitate to indict the 

Indian men of their passivity. 
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The drunken Indians I saw would fill me with a blinding hatred. I blamed them 
for what had happened to me, to the little girl who had died from an overdose of 
drugs, and for all the girls who were on the city streets. If they had only fought 
back, instead giving up, these things would have never happened. It's hard to 
explain how I felt. I hated our men, and yet I loved them (143-144). 

Throughout the whole story, Campbell struggles with the question of her personal 

identity. Since her childhood, she does not agree with the way the Metis live and wants to 

improve things for herself and the community. 

How I long for something different for us; how I didn't want to be like our 
women who had nothing but kids, black eyes and never enough of anything; that I 
didn't want my brothers to be like the men around us, who just lived each day 
with nothing to look forward to except the weekend drunks .. .I'm going to do 
something with my life besides make more Halfbreeds (98, 117). 

Therefore Camp bell finds herself in the middle of the conflict when she wrestles 

against accepting the negative stereotypes and believing in them like most of her people, 

but at the same time she refuses to turn away from her own kind. 

I loved my people so much and missed them if I couldn't see them often. I felt 
alive when I went to their parties, and I overflowed with happiness when we 
would all sit down and share a meal, yet I hated all of it as much as I loved it 
(117). 

When Cheechum tragically dies, Campbell's personal search reaches the climax. 

In the course of the narration, the old woman epitomizes Campbell's guide and helper. 

Although she cannot be physically present in the later years, her spirit as well as 

Campbell' s own remarkable strength persuade the writer not to give up and finally find 

her spiritual and economic freedom. 

This time my Cheechum was with me the whole time. I could feel her presence in 
the room with me and I wasn't afraid (144). 

As a result of the suffering Camp bell had to undergo in her life, she has become a 

strong woman, who depends only on herself and can take responsibility for her own 

decisions. Moreover, she starts to be involved in politics because she herself wants to 
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participate m improving the situation of Metis people. Thus following Cheechums' 

words: "Each of us has to find himself in his own way and no one can do it for us" (175), 

Campbell finally reaches the point when she can change her stereotypical self-destructive 

behavior because "she no longer needs her blanket to survive" (184). In other words, 

from her saying: "My parents and I never shared any aspirations for the future" (9), she 

becomes capable of awaking to: "If I was to know peace I would have to search within 

myself' (2). 

All her life Maria Campbell was a dreamer. She dreamt of "toothbrushes and 

pretty dresses, oranges and apples, and a happy family sitting around the kitchen table 

talking about their tomorrow" (131), or of money, fancy clothes, stylish hair, but these 

images were always ruined by cruel reality. However, when Campbell is engaged in 

politics, she finally hopes for this dream to become true some day: 

I've stopped being the idealistically shiny-eyed young woman I once was. I 
realize that an armed revolution of Native people will never come about; even if 
such thing were possible what would we achieve? We would only end up 
oppressing someone else. I believe that one day, very soon, people will set aside 
their differences and come together as one. Maybe not because we love one 
another, but because we will need each other to survive. Then together we will 
fight our common enemies. Change will come because this time we won't give up 
(184). 

Although Campbell offers no definitive solution to the plight of her people, she 

concludes her story with an optimistic tone. She knows that tomorrow will come and it 

will be better. Cheechum's prophetic words, "You'll find yourself, and you'll find 

brothers and sisters" (184) are understood and fulfilled. 

In these last lines, Campbell stresses the idea of a new consciousness, a double 

vision that has also been defined for the Mestiza by the Chicana writer Gloria Anzaldua: 
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We will have to leave the opposite bank, the split between the two mortal 
combatants somehow healed so that we are on the both shores at once, see 
through serpent and eagle eyes. 73 

In general, Haljbreed is primarily a literary autobiography, in which Campbell 

develops the plot of the story and her protagonist entangles herself and finally finds her 

way out with a new hope for future. Nonetheless, the book is often described as a 

combination of sociology, ethnography, political tract, and personal narrative because 

Campbell's narrative is interwoven with descriptions of Metis social customs, traditional 

female and male roles in the community, and also the differences between the Indians and 

the Metis. For example: 

There was never much love lost between Indians and Halfbreeds. They were 
completely different from us-quiet when we were noisy, dignified even at dances 
and get-togethers. Indians were very passive-they would get angry at things done 
to them but would never fight back, whereas Halfbreeds were quick-tempered
quick to fight, but quick to forgive and forget. .. We were always the poor 
relatives. They laughed and scorned us. They had land and security, we had 
nothing (25). 

As a consequence, Campbell's autobiography is perceived as following in the 

tradition of such Native American writers as Sarah Winnemucca and Zitkala-Sa.74 

Haljbreed besides reflects the period in which it was written, a time of personal 

searching and a time of political action by Indian groups in North America. Campbell's 

life story is similar to stories of other contemporary women writers, but whereas they 

have often found a place for themselves in feminist philosophy or the women's 

movement, Camp bell did in the politics of her people. 75 

In fine, Campbell's autobiography is a powerful confessional device that deals 

with the writer's personal breakdown, but it is also a means to help other aboriginal 

73 Gloria Anzaldua, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza (San Francisco: Spinster/ Aunt Lute, 1987) 
79. 
74 Harold Bloom, 11. 
75 Bataille and Sands, 125. 
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people, especially women. Through the depiction of her own misery and the final 

optimistic outcome Campbell proves that such a recovery can happen. Moreover, using 

Cheechum as a model and writing her life story, Campbell tries to restore a lost image of 

Native women as strong and courageous individuals. 
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6. "You don't have anything, if you don't have the 

stories": Leslie Marmon Silko and the continuity of the 

verbal art 

The following chapter strives to introduce a very extraordinary autobiography by 

Leslie Marmon Silko that immensely differs from the three previous works. The author is 

one of the most notable contemporary Native American writers who emerged from the 

'Native American Renaissance' 76
; therefore in contrast to Silko's women predecessors, 

scholars have produced a number of critical pieces about her abundant writings. 

Nevertheless, this chapter is based on several sources that closely focus on thematic and 

structural analyses of her autobiography with the main emphasis on Native American oral 

tradition. 

Leslie Marmon Silko was born in 1948 in Albuquerque, New Mexico, ofPueblo, 

Laguna, Mexican and white descent. She grew up at the Pueblo of Laguna, where as a 

child she became familiar with the cultural folklore of the Laguna and Keres people 

through the family and community stories passed down to her by her grandmothers, who 

had a strong influence on the writer. 77 

In 1969 Silko received her degree in English and also saw her first short story 

("The Man to Send Rain Clouds") being published in New Mexico Quarterly. But her 

first celebrated novel Ceremony was published later in 1977. The story of a World War II 

veteran's return home to Laguna Pueblo has grown steadily in popularity and critical 

76 'Native American Renaissance' is a period of intense literary productivity by Native Americans which 
began with the 1968 publication of N. Scott Momaday's novel House Made of Dawn. The term 'Native 
American Renaissance' was originally coined by Kenneth Lincoln in 1983. 
77 "Leslie Marmon Silko" 10 Sept. 2008 <http://www.english.emory.edu/Bahri/Silko.html>. 
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acclaim. Scholars acknowledged the book as "one of the most realized works of fiction 

devoted to Indian life, and a splendid achievement." 78 

It is important to mention the fact that the narrative of Ceremony is based on 

Silko' s use of oral tradition which appears in the form of poems, ritual prayers, tribal 

stories, and rumors. This feature connects the novel with Silko's second significant work 

her autobiography Storyteller (1981 ). 

The book represents a unique form of autobiography, moreover, in many critical 

reviews it has been described as a collection, even a collage or a montage because Silko 

blends several literary and non-literary genres together when she juxtaposes traditional 

Pueblo Indian stories, her family stories, poems, more conventional Euro-American style 

short stories, and interestingly enough photographs. 

So like Winnemucca, Silko mixes a number of genres in her autobiography, but 

her style is the most expressive of all three writings discussed before. Silko's narrative is 

not only based on Indian oral tradition, but it is, in fact, almost completely constructed as 

oral storytelling. For example, her traditional stories or her poems carry the formal 

characteristics of Indian oral tales such as rhythmic repetitions, the context of the stories 

and their modification, animal or spiritual characters, and humor. 

Although Silko's style sometimes becomes more literary such as in her Euro-

American style short stories, where she uses 'Western' narrative features: plot, character 

development, point of view, or conflict, much like the entire book, these stories always 

somehow deal with the utmost importance of traditional oral storytelling. For example, 

the main character in the tale "Storyteller" (it is not by accident that the story's name 

echoes in the title of the autobiography) attempts to tell her story and as a consequence 

she becomes a storyteller like Silko herself. 

78 "Leslie Silko," Encyclopedia of World Biography, (Thomson Gale, 2004), March 25 2009 
<http://www.highbeam.com>. 
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The autobiographical line of the book is very particular in comparison to the 

autobiographies of Zitkala-Sa, Winnemucca, and Campbell because the audience can 

have difficulties in detecting it. For Silko forms her Laguna identity through the influence 

of her family and tribe, the stories she heard as a child, and the place where she lived 

while growing up. In general, these notions as tribe and land are always indispensable in 

American Indian literature, because Indians may not perceive themselves as individuals, 

but always as a part of something bigger like their clan or their community. But whereas 

the three previous autobiographies offer the readers some kind of a personal story, which 

clearly emerges from their narratives, Silko does not. She gives the audience only a few 

hints about her life and family. 

One of these signs epitomizes Silko's embedded photographs. On one hand, they 

visually complete the author's written words and imply thematic connections between 

them, on the other hand, they provide Silko's personal point of view as she focuses on her 

relatives. These images enable the reader insight into the author's family and into the 

generational line of storytellers, in which Silko finds her own place at the end of the 

book. 

Critic Bemard Hirsch adverts to the cyclic arrangement of Silko's photographs: 

The first picture shows Silko's great-grandparents with her Grandpa Hank and then her 

Aunt Susie with little Silko. 

The last three photographs in the book bring us full circle. The first of these 
comes at the end of the book written text; it is of the adult Silko, the second is of 
Grandpa Hank, and the third is of three generations preceding her, including her 
father, Grandpa Hank's brother, and her great-grandfather.79 

79 Bemard A. Hirsch, "The Telling Which Continues: Oral Tradition and the Written Word In: Leslie 
Marmon Sillw's Storyteller", Yellow Woman, ed. Melody Graulich (Rutgers University Press, 1993) 153. 
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Then we follow her father's point of view as he captures Laguna landscape and 

her people. So with the aid of the pictures, Silko stresses the important interconnection 

between the particular individuals, their community, and their land. 

Through such visual images, the reader also becomes a participant in the 

storytelling process and he can more easily orientate himself in the contexts of the 

fragmented narrative. Silko comments on their significance: 

The pictures are included, because they are part of many of the stories and 
because many of the stories can be traced in the photographs. 80 

As it was pointed out above, the oral tradition of Laguna people forms the basic 

structure of the narrative. In other words, the role of a traditional storyteller, a theory of 

story, and the dynamic interactive process of oral storytelling establish Silko's 

autobiography and shape her individuality. She points it out: 

I see Storyteller as a statement about storytelling and the relationship of the 
people, my family, and my background to the storytelling-a personal statement 
done in the style of the storytelling tradition, i.e., using stories themselves to 
explain the dimensions of the processY 

Although Silko's main interest in the continuity of verbal art at her native Laguna 

Pueblo is not typical for a traditional narrator of autobiography, it is common for an 

Indian writer-storyteller. "You don't have anything/ if you don't have the stories", Silko 

wrote in her prologue to Ceremony. So like many contemporary Native American 

authors, Silko believes that the oral tradition is linked with our present existence, because 

the old stories are simply reenacted in our current lives. 

80 Leslie Marmon Silko, Storyteller (NY: Seaver Books, 1981) I. Henceforth page references to the 
autobiography will be made within the text itself. 

81 Elizabeth Henry, "Spinning a Fiction of Culture", Leslie Marmon Silko: A Collection ofCritical Essays 
edited by Louise K. Bamett and James L. Thorson, (Albuquerque: University ofNew Mexico Press, 2001) 
112. 
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In general, the oral storytelling is a central element in Native American rituals. It 

establishes one's place within tribal culture and history and it is crucial to the creation of 

community and self; therefore contemporary Native American writers emphasize the 

great importance of living oral tradition among the Indians. Silko explains its value: 

Storytelling is a whole way of being. When I say 'storytelling', I don't just mean 
sitting down and telling a once-upon-a-time kind of story. I mean a whole way of 
seeing yourself, the people around you, your life, the place of your life in the 
bigger context, not just in terms of nature and location, but in terms of what has 
gone on before, what's happened to other people.82 

Storytelling is a communal activity so that it necessarily requires the presence of 

both teller and audience. Silko remarks on it: 

Storytelling always includes the audience and the listeners, and in fact, a great 
deal ofthe story is believed to be inside the listener, and the storyteller's role is to 
draw the story out of the listeners. 83 

Consequently, Storyteller presents a great challenge for the reader (especially for 

a non-Indian reader) who has to construct broader connections and recognize linked 

meanings between all the stories, poems, and pictures. Since her stories create a larger 

context within which to interpret other tales, the reader becomes actively involved in 

Silko' s storytelling process. 

In her works, Silko frequently challenges the distinctions between the oral and 

written production and she always considers the latter as secondary because it disables 

the stories to live and change. For example, in one episode her friend Nora complains 

about Silko' s poem in a library book: 

We all enjoyed it so much, but I was telling the children I "the way my grandpa 
used to tell it I is longer." "Yes, that's the trouble with writing," the author 

82 Kim Bames, "A Leslie Mannon Silko Interview", Yellow Woman (New Jersey: Rutgers University Press, 
1993) 49-50. 
83 Leslie A. Fiedler and Houston A. Baker, "Language and Literature from a Pueblo Indian Perspective", 
English Literature: Opening Up the Canon, Selected papers from the English Institute, 1979 (J ohns 
Hopkins UP, 1982) 57. 
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responds, "You can't go on and on the way we do I when we tell stories around 
here. I People who aren't used to it get tired" (110). 

Dennis Tedlock, a Euro-American anthropologist who was fascinated with Native 

American oral tradition, holds an opinion that Indian oral narratives should be written on 

the page like dramatic poetry to stress oral and performative stylistics as they shape the 

meaning and aesthetics of oral narratives. 84 

In other words, he argues that the oral storytelling would be better understood as 

dramatic poetry because "the content inclines to the fantastic, the emotions of characters 

are evoked rather than described, there are patterns of repetition and parallelism, the 

narrator's voice shifts in amplitude and tone, and the flow of the voice changes."85 

Both Tedlock and Silko were very critical of the works of ethnologists like Franz 

Boas, who was convinced that "style was so bound up with the peculiarities of particular 

Indian languages that it was unlikely to survive translation."86 But in their opinion, the 

form of telling the stories is as important as the tales themselves. Silko herself uses 

several typographical and paralinguistic devices in order to convey the rhythm of the oral 

storytelling and to stress the poetic and narrative effects for the reader. 

For example, Silko breaks lines or double spaces between lines to insinuate verbal 

pauses and silence such as: "Cold water river cold from the north" (36). Then she 

indents to insinuate visually the structural importance of repetition. Moreover, she centers 

on illustrating the voice changes in her text by using exclamation points or capital letters 

to suggest loudness. For instance, she said/ "Deeni! I UPSTAIRS!" (9). 

Silko also employs italics to insinuate verbal explanatory commentaries about 

Laguna tradition and history. For example, when the little girl asks her mother for some 

"yashtoah to eat", Silko 'translates' it for the reader: "Yashtoah is the hardened crust on 

84 Dennis Tedlock, The Spoken Word and the Work of Interpretation (University of Pennsylvania, 1983) 51. 
85 Ibid., 55. 
86 Ibid., 40. 
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corn meal mush that curls up" (8). She observes: "This is the beauty ofthe old days. You 

can stop the storyteller and ask questions and have things explained. "87 

While analyzing Zuni narratives, Tedlock emphasizes their mirror structure as 

focusing on the opening and closing parts of Zuni tales. Laguna stories have a very 

similar frame as well. Silko explains their standard beginning and particularly 

underscores their dialogic nature: "Laguna people always begin their stories/ with 

'hummahah': I that means 'long ago,"' while the listeners respond: 'aaaa-eh"' (38). 

Since Storyteller has an episodic and fragmented structure, which is one of the 

main features of oral storytelling, critics Bemard A. Hirsch and Linda Danielson divide 

the text into six thematic sections, which help the audience understand the individual 

parts ofSilko's narrative. 

The first section is named the "Survival" section because it discusses the need for 

stories as a means of survival in the oral culture. For example, the characters in the stories 

such as "Storyteller" and "Lullaby" eventually realize the power of the stories and the 

importance of their continuity. The passage further deals with the negative influence of 

Euro-Americans on the Native people and the problems between their cultures. 

Some of the episodes tell of the matrilinear nature of storytelling and depict 

damaged relationships between mothers and daughters. For instance, the author narrates 

the traditional story about a little girl who killed herself because her mother did not make 

her favorite food. Besides, Silko introduces her own writing to be a continuation of a 

female lineage of storytellers. Basically, she uses her voice to revoice her family 

ancestors: "I remember only a small part. But this is what I remember" (7), and in this 

way she herself contributes to the perpetuation of Laguna oral tradition. 

87 Dexter Fisher, The Third Woman: Minority Women Writers of the United States (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1980) 22. 
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It is not surpnsmg that the central story of 'Survival' part and the whole 

autobiography too is called "Storyteller". Through the series of flashbacks, we pursue the 

thoughts of an Eskimo girl, who is in a jail while being interrogated about the death of a 

white storekeeper. Although his drowning was an accident, the girl adheres to her own 

story of being his murderer, because she wanted him to be dead. Therefore she keeps 

repeating the story while refusing to change it. "I intended that he die", she maintains, 

"the story must be told as it is" (31 ), but at the same time she realizes that "it will take a 

long time, but it must be told" (26). In the end, the girl becomes a successor of 

storytelling tradition in order to continue telling the stories the same way as Silko. But 

whereas the former persists on not modifying her tale, the latter does not hesitate to 

constantly change and retell hers. 

The narration about becoming a storyteller, nevertheless, refers to other stories as 

well. There are three diverse voices and three different narratives in "Storyteller": the old 

man's story about the bear pursuing the lone hunter across the ice, the grandmother's 

story about the tragic death of the girls' parents caused by the storekeeper and his bad 

liquor, and finally the girl's story about her revenge on the storekeeper which "must be 

told without any lies" (26). So thanks to the second story the girl finds out the truth about 

her parents and with the aid of the first one she learns what to do about it. 

It should be mentioned that the most important theme of this fraction mirrors in 

the intimate poem "Indian Song: Survival". The narrator depicts a journey with a 

mountain lion that shows her the right direction and like the protagonist in the 

"Storyteller"; she also searches for the vital connection with her people and her culture. 

The second section called "Yellow Woman" focuses on several stories about 

Yellow Woman, a significant mythological female character in Laguna Pueblo stories, 

which Silko changes from traditional abduction tales to their modernized versions. 
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Yellow Woman is usually kidnapped by a strong male figure; however, in Silko's 

new stories the woman's consciousness of her own sexuality is emphasized because she 

is drawn into the passionate relationship as much by her own desire as by the man's. The 

story "Yellow Woman" follows the character's inner process of justifying her affair and 

interpreting the reality by identifying herself with the mythological figure of Yellow 

Woman. In the end, Yellow Woman like the girl in "Storyteller" realizes the importance 

of telling the story and keeping the oral tradition alive. 

In addition to the short story "Yellow Woman", other interesting pieces that 

should be remarked on are "Cottonwood" and "Storytelling". The first consists of two 

poetic retellings of traditional stories, which look at Yellow Woman from a different 

point of view, because they show the positive result of her personal experience in a 

Pueblo community. The latter emphasizes the storytelling process by presenting a series 

of short poems in a witty verse mode that picture the different variations on Yellow 

Woman abduction stories. 

Silko is also concerned with the traditional social role of Indian women. For 

example, she recalls a story about a young girl hunter and underlines the fact that Native 

American women were as skillful hunters as men. In other words, the part "Yellow 

Woman" touches upon a fragile theme about the role of women in the Indian society and 

its radical changes. In general, the position of Indian women before and after the arrival 

of white men has been a dominant theme in many works of Native American women 

such as in the three autobiographies analyzed earlier. 

The "Drought" and "Rain" sections in the middle of the book relate the narratives 

of cultural identification and self-identification to the natural cycle of rainy and dry 

seasons. These, however, are used symbolically, since Native Americans believe that 
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drought is a result of disruptions of harmony or misbehavior, whereas rain of a restoration 

of the right order and balance. 88 

The stories start with a stress on drought and the destructive forces which are the 

cause of it. For instance, in "Tony's Story" such a disruptive force is a white police 

officer. Tony kills him because he considers him to be a witch that abuses his evil power. 

Then a shift follows to an emphasis on rain and the positive forces like in the 

story "The Man to Send Rain Clouds". It is an episode about a Laguna man who is found 

dead by his relatives therefore he is asked to send them rain clouds, which is a part of 

Laguna traditional rituals. But a Catholic priest does not understand the ceremony and 

falls into ridicule. In the story, Silko returns to the theme of the conflict between two 

different cultures, only its tone is of a lighter character, even humorous like in other tales 

of this part. 

The "Spirits" section discusses the topic of spiritual change in a religious context, 

especially in the cycles of death and renewal. The theme of spiritual transformation is a 

very important part of Indian belief, because Native Americans strongly believe in the 

presence of the spirits of the dead, in their return from the past and their rebirth. In 

general, the concept of death in Indian religion is considered as continuity and not as the 

end. 

In this part, Silko not only does reflect upon those who are dead and 

commemorates her dead family members, but she mainly ponders on the cycles of death 

and life, which the Natives perceive as part of the continuous cycles of nature contrary to 

Judeo-Christian spirituality. For example, in the poem ("Mountain Lion Lay Down with 

Deer"), Silko alludes to biblical descriptions of Paradise, where the lion lay down with 

the lamb, thus imitating an ascent to Heaven. The narrator representing the spirit of 

88 Linda Krumholz, "To Understand This World Differently: Reading and Subversion In: Leslie Marmon 
Silko's Storyteller", Ariel, Vol.25, No.l, Jan. 1994, 89-113., Nov. 7 2008 
<http://www .bookrags.com/criticism/silko-leslie-marmon-1948-crit_ 5/>. 
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Native American people is reborn and returns after "a thousand years" up on the hill 

"where the mountain lion lay down with deer" (199). The protagonist-spirit remembers 

its rebirth and by retelling the story the people renew the memory of the spirit, which 

becomes water "the memory spilling out into the world" (200). 89 

In the last "Coyote" section, Silko introduces another significant figure of Indian 

oral tradition. For many scholars, Coyote, or a Trickster, is the most considerable 

protagonist in North American Native mythology. Generally, Coyote possesses a number 

of specific features that identify him: strong individuality, humor, irony, indeterminacy, 

uncertainty, ambiguity, transformation, sexuality and many others. The Trickster is not a 

single character, but he represents a complex blend of personalities. Whether male or 

female, he is very powerful because he functions as a mediator, creator, destroyer, 

advisor, cheater, or clown. He loves drinking and women, but his favorite activity is 

playing tricks with people and animals, although he often becomes the victim of tricks 

too. In some tales Trickster appears in various animal disguises: Coyote, Raven, Hare, 

Spider or Rabbit, in other stories he is called Nanabush, Napi, or Iktomi.90 

In Silko's coyote story "Coyote Holds a Full House in His Hands", Sonny Boy is 

a true Trickster: lazy, unscrupulous, cunning and pleasure-seeker. He pretends to be a 

Laguna medicine man to become the center of attention among women. Sonny tricks the 

ladies by making them believe that his rubbing ashes on their thighs would recover their 

old auntie. 

Due to the Trickster's importance in Indian mythology, he is frequently present in 

contemporary Indian fiction and drama. For example, a Native Canadian writer Thomas 

King vitalizes his Trickster character in the first novel Medicine River (1989). 

89 Linda Krumholz, "Native Designs", Leslie Marmon Silko: A Collection of Critical Essays, 75-77. 
9° Khira Kolinska, "Pomarnka o Sibalovi: Kojot ajina dramaticka stvoi'eni", Cekcini na Kojota (Bmo: 
Vetme Mlyuy, 2007) 527-528. 

Klara Kolinka, Dizertacni prace "And Here's How It Happened:" Trickster (UK, 2004) 
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Although Harlen Bigbear is a mysterious person, he is connected with all the 

people in Medicine River. Harlen puts in an appearance everywhere, knows everybody 

and hears everything. He is very skillful at showing up at his friend's house early in the 

morning, sharing town gossip with Will and making him do whatever he sets his heart 

upon. But Harlen is also caring, trying to help people and make them laugh. In short, 

King's Harlen Bigbear embodies many traditional features of mythological Trickster. 

Black oral storytelling, for instance, has its own Tricksters too. Henry Louis Gates 

refers to these curious figures as Esu and to his Afro-American descendant as the 

Signifying Monkey. They both possess the same qualities as Indian Trickster such as they 

are of dual gender, have a number of roles such as mediator, healer, interpreter, linguist 

and some of their main features are uncertainty and indeterminacy.91 

After examining each thematic section of Silko's autobiography, it is important to 

emphasize that there are two noticeable movements in the text. 

First of all, the stories shift from the dominant white perspective into an Indian 

context and tradition towards the end of the book. In other words, the narrative 

throughout the book marginalizes the white discourse and introduces the reader into the 

Indian perception of the world. Consequently, the reader obtains greater familiarity with 

Native American stories until he is capable of understanding Indian humor in the last 

stories. 

Secondly, as it was remarked in the context of the photographs, Hirsch points out 

Storyteller's circular character, a typical quality of Indian narratives. The "Rain" section 

is linked with the "Drought" section, the themes from the "Yellow Woman" section 

reappear in the "Spirits" section and the "Coyote" section is a counterpart to the 

"Survival" section. 

91 Henry Louis Gates, The SignifYing Monkey (NY: Oxford University Press, 1988) 5-6. 
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For example, the tales such as "Storyteller" and "A Geronimo Story" prove the 

previous statements about the mirror structure and the progressive shift in perspectives 

subsequently. 

Both stories deal with the significance of language boundaries. In "Storyteller" 

the girl's story and her language protect the sense of her identity in the hostile world. 

Insisting on the integrity of her story while refusing to speak English becomes her way to 

fight against the white culture and its language. 

In "A Geronimo Story" language protects identity and assists survival too. This 

time it is a white man, Captain Pratt, who uses the protective value of language while 

refusing to translate for Major Littlecock. The narrator Andy tells the story of a trip he 

made as a young boy, when he accompanied his uncle Siteye, major Littlecock with 

several soldiers, and a white man Captain Pratt, to track and capture legendary Apache 

chief Geronimo. Throughout the story, the reader and the narrator have to learn to 

understand the humor and wisdom of uncle Siteye. He teaches Andy: 

Anybody can act violently-there is nothing to it; but not every person is able to 
destroy his enemy with words." That's what Siteye always told me, and I respect 
him (221-2). 

In other words, "A Geronimo Story" contrasts the unyielding assertion of one 

truth and the total rejection of a compromise that centers "Storyteller", when it offers a 

different point of view, in which the language boundaries are flexible and manipulated. In 

the end, it becomes clear that a successful search for Geronimo means not to find him. 

Being a part of the Coyote tales, "A Geronimo Story" is written in a light, 

humorous tone, which the author uses for showing the Indian viewpoint, whereas the tone 

of "Storyteller" is sad and tragic because the survival of the stories is threatened by white 

culture. 
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As it was previously referred to, the thematically grouped stories and their 

multiple versions are told in various forms (such as for example poem, short story, or 

traditional story), but they are narrated by diverse voices as well. This fact is not 

surprising, because it was highlighted before that Silko's text is built as the oral 

storytelling, which enables the writer to identify with a number of voices. For instance, 

her personal voice can be heard in the letters she wrote to Lawson F. Inada and lames A. 

Wright, or she identifies with the character of Yellow Woman at the end of the section 

dedicated to the mythical figure. 

Although Silko's language changes from conversational to formal or the tone 

sometimes sounds lyrical, jovial, or reflexive, her multiple voices once again indicate that 

Silko's own voice becomes a part of collective experience. 

It is necessary to add that the stories in Storyteller are narrated whether in first

person point of view as "A Geronimo Story", "Uncle Tony's Goat", "Tony's Story", and 

the poem "Indian Song: Survivor" or they are told through a single consciousness by 

laying stress on interior monologues as "Yellow Woman" or "Lullaby". "Storyteller", for 

instance, is a combination of a female consciousness and an external narrator. Finally, the 

episode "The Man to Send Rainy Clouds" is the only exception among the stories 

because it is narrated by an objective third-person narrator. 

Many scholars have devoted their time to the question of voices in Silko's 

autobiography. Amold Krupat perceives Storyteller as an example of Native American 

autobiography in 'dialogic mode'. In his statement Krupat refers to the Russian theorist 

Mikhail Bakhtin, whose main focus on dialogic discourse makes him conclude in The 

Dialogic Imagination that the genre of the novel is the prime literary instance of 

dialogized speech. The basis for Bakhtin's novelized discourse is a consideration of 

human language as polyvocal. "What is realized in the novel", Bakhtin writes, "is the 
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process of coming to know one's own language as it is perceived in someone else's 

language, coming to know one's belief system in someone else's system."92 

Therefore Krupat asserts: 

If we agree with Bakhtin that, 'the primary stylistic project ofthe novel as a genre 
is to create images of languages', Storyteller is a clear instance of novelized 
discourse, Native American autobiography of the dialogic type.93 

Consequently, he summarizes his observations: 

There is no single, distinctive or authoritative voice in Silko's book, nor any 
striving for such a voice; to the contrary, Silko will take pains to indicate how 
even her own individual speech is the product of many voices.94 

Another scholar Hertha Wong agrees with Krupat while claiming: 

The point is that for Silko (as for many ingenious people and many women), 
identity is created and maintained through relationships and the stories that bear 
witness to them. The Indian 'I', in Bakhtinian fashion, is inherently polyvocal.95 

To conclude, critics have described Silko's Storyteller in several ways. Amold 

Krupat defines it as an autobiography that manifests the biculturalism of all 

autobiographies by Native Americans. Bemard Hirsch reads the book as a simulation of 

the dynamic interaction of stories in the oral tradition. On the other hand, Linda L. 

Danielson characterizes Storyteller as a feminist work, a continuation of a Laguna 

matrilineal storytelling tradition. Obviously, Silko wrote her autobiography for a complex 

and varied audience and it depends on each reader to which voice he or she will listen. 

Storyteller is Silko's successful attempt to bring the reader near to Laguna 

tradition and culture. It is a very effective experiment to restore her personal and tribal 

heritage by combining the voices of her family and community as they narrate their 

92 Mikhai1 Bakhtin, 365. 
93 Amo1d Krupat, "The Dia1ogic ofSilko's Storyteller", Narrative Chance: Postmodern Discourse on 
Native American Indian Literatures, edited by Gera1d Vizenor (University of0k1ahoma Press, 1993) 63-
64. 
94 Ibid., 60. 
95 Wong, 188. 
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stories. Moreover, Silko reflects the influences of Native American tradition of self

narration and Euro-American literary tradition by incorporating non-Western ideas of self 

such as a communal self linked with landscape and enriching the Western notion of 

autobiography by creating a mixture of written genres including poems, different kinds of 

stories and reminiscences, and non-written personal narrative like photographs. 

In other words, Silko has contributed to extending the directions of 

autobiographical tradition of Native American self-narration and creating new Native 

American voices that can address today's reader. Therefore her work considerably differs 

from the early autobiographies written by Native American women, which were not as 

complex and challenging as hers. 
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Conclusion 

The aim of this thesis is to explore the genre of Native American women 

autobiography by concentrating on its four significant representatives. In the opening 

part, the work presents the genre providing its several definitions and tracing its origins. 

Further, it briefly summarizes the history of autobiography with a special focus on 

American literature and it introduces the genre of Native American autobiography and 

explains its particularities. Because the work deals with Native American women, the 

beginning also discusses their past and present social position and their first literary 

VOICeS. 

The central part of the thesis investigates four distinct autobiographical narratives 

written by Native American women at different times and it surveys the main themes that 

dominate the genre ofNative American woman autobiography. 

Although all discussed books are labeled as the autobiographies, they m1x 

together a number of various areas and genres such as history, sociology, mythology, 

ethnography, political documents, and many others. 

Native American oral storytelling forms the fundamental base in the analyzed 

texts, but it is the most experimental autobiography of Leslie Marmon Silko that is 

wholly constructed as the process of storytelling when her stories carry formal 

characteristics of Indian oral tales such as rhythmic repetitions, the context of the stories 

and their modification, animal or spiritual characters, and humor. 

In general, storytelling is a dynamic communal activity therefore Silko's book 

presents a great challenge especially for a non-Indian reader who becomes actively 

involved in the process when he has to recognize linked meanings between all the stories, 

poems, and pictures. 
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Briefly, the interest of Native American verbal art and its future preservation 

determine Silko's orientation in her exceptional autobiography. 

Passionate debates over politics, justice, and Indian rights epitomize another 

crucial subject matter in all mentioned pieces, but especially the early works by Sarah 

Winnemucca and Zitkala-Sa can be considered as political autobiographies. Both 

narratives address the white audience in order to get its support for the Indian cause, but 

whereas Winnemucca, as an important go-between, fights for better relations between her 

people and the newcomers, Zitkala-Sa as a teacher is concerned in the improvement of 

the Indian educational system. Also Maria Campbell in Haljbreed draws the white 

reader's attention to the political situation of the Metis when she points out difficulties 

such as racism, discrimination, poverty with which her people have to repeatedly 

struggle. 

Obviously, typical female topics such as family, relationships, traditional customs, 

and reflections on the woman's position in Native American society appear in each of the 

women narratives; therefore these subjects constitute an important thematic group as 

well. The writers frequently discuss Native American woman's freedom and respect 

before the arrival of Europeans and the later tragic consequences of white man's 

behavior. 

The questions of identity and its search represent the fourth principal theme of the 

examined autobiographical texts and mostly it can be found in the works of Maria 

Campbell and Zitkala-Sa. Both writers are caught between two cultures and are not able 

to find their place in either; however, they finally regain a sense of belonging when they 

become involved in politics. On the other hand, Silko defines herself through combining 

the voices of her family and tribe when they all narrate their stories. 
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Generally, it is the notion of the self that predominantly differentiates Native 

American autobiography from the European type. Whereas the former perceives the 

concept of self as a part of community, the latter emphasizes its individuality. 

In fact, Native American woman's autobiography has become not only an 

effective political weapon or confessional device for healing one's soul, but nowadays it 

plays a key role in the revitalization and preservation of Native American heritage. 
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Resume 

Diplomova prace s nazvem: ,Hlasy indiansky-ch zen: Autobiograficka 

vypraveni Sarah Winnemuccy, Zitkaly-Sa, Marie Campbell a Leslie Marmon Silko" 

se zamefuje na tfi autobiograficke prace americkych spisovatelek indianskeho puvodu a 

jednu kanadskou autorku patfici k miSenecke skupine Metis s cilem pokusit se zachytit 

nejdulezitejsi momenty ve ryvoji zanru indianske zenske autobiografie. 

Hlavni cast se konkretne zabrva analyzou specifickych osobnich vypraveni, ktera 

pfedstavuji ctyfi ruzne typy indianske autobiografie: autobiografie napsana ve spolupraci 

s nekym jinrm, autobiografie napsana pouze indianskou autorkou, romanove vypraveni a 

experimentalni autobiografie. Dale pak prace poukazuje na typicke i neobvykle rysy 

jednotlivych indianskych autobiografii. 

Dilo Sarah Winnemuccy Zivot mezi Piutes (Life among the Piutes,1883) se fadi k 

nejstarsim autobiografickym vypravenim napsanym indianskou autorkou za pomoci 

editora (v danem pfipade se jedna o editorku Mary Mann), a proto osobnost Sarah 

Winnemuccy otevira problematiku indianske zenske autobiografie. 

Krome sve spisovatelske kariery je Winnemucca pfedevsim znama jako dcera 

vlivneho nacelnika kmene a ryznamna politicka aktivistka, ktera vetSinu sveho zivota 

stravila jako tlumocnice americke armady, aby zabranila castym nedorozumenim mezi 

Indiany a belochy a pomohla tak urovnat vzajemne vztahy mezi obema znepfatelenymi 

stranami. Bouzel ji tato Cinnost byla mnohdy spiSe vycitana a zejmena vlastni lide ji 

oznacovali za zradkyni a kolaborantku. Winnemucca se mimo jine venovala pfednaseni, 

protoze chtela upozomit na kfivdy a bezpravi, ktecych se belosi na Indianech beztrestne 

dopousteli. 
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Druhou zapalenou bojovnici za spravedlnost pro Indiany predstavuje Zitkala-Sa, 

kteni dokonce zalozila vlastni spolecnost na ochranu pniv Indianu, aby se jeji lide mohli 

branit zkorupovanym praktikam vladnich agentu. 

Na zaklade osobnich zkusenosti ze zivota mezi bilymi a Indiany sepsala Zitkala

Sa ctyfi autobiograficke eseje: Dojmy z indianskeho detstvi (Impressions of an Indian 

Childhood, 1900), Skolni dny Indianky (School Days of an Indian girl, 1900), Indianska 

uCitelka mezi Indiany (An Indian Teacher Among Indians,1900) a Proc jsem Pohan? 

(Why am I Pagan?,1902), ktere byly publikovane V tehdejsim prestiznim casopise 

Atlantic Monthly a ktere jsou signifikantnim meznikem v indianske zenske autobiografii, 

nebot' byly jako prvni napsane pouze Zitkalou-Sa bez jakehokoliv zasahu jineho 

prekladatele nebo editora. 

Tfeti vyznamnou spisovatelkou, dramatickou a aktivistkou za prava zen a 

puvodnich obyvatel Kanady je soucasna autorka Maria Campbell, ktera vydala svou 

autobiografii MiSenec (Halfbreed,1973) V romanove podobe. 

Maria Campbell pochazi z kanadske etnicke skupiny Metis, coz jin:Ymi slovy 

znamena, ze je miSenka evropskeho a indianskeho puvodu. DalSi anglicke slovo 

Halfbreed oznacujici tuto skupinu melo af donedavna v kanadskem prostredi velmi 

pejorativni vyznam. Od devatenacteho stoleti je totiz termin spojovan s postavou Indiana 

pochybneho charakteru, a tato negativni predstava se brzy pfenesla na smysleni o celem 

kmeni, avsak diky Campbellove liZiti se zapoma konotace castecne smazala. 

Posledni dilo Vypravec (Storyteller, 1980) predstavuje nejmodemejsi a nejvice 

experimentalni typ indianske zenske autobiografie, a proto jeho vyznacna autorka Leslie 

Marmon Silko a rozbor samotneho textu uzavira diskuzi o zanru indianske zenske 

autobiografie. 
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Leslie Marmon Silko je jedna z pfednich litenirnich osobnosti tzv. indianske 

renesance (Native American Renaissance), kam patfi klicova jmena soucasne indianske 

literatury jako jsou napfiklad N. Scott Momaday, Louise Erdrich, Joy Harjo, Gerald 

Vizenor a mnoho dalSich. Autorem zmineneho nazvu je kritik Kenneth Lincoln, ktery 

poukazal na ryznamne pfinosy literarni skupiny autoru indianskeho puvodu tvoficich po 

roce 1968. 

Jak jiz bylo zmineno na zacatku, jadro prace tvofi ctyfi kapitoly, z nichZ se ka.zda 

venuje jedne z ryse pfedstavenych zenskych osobnosti indianske literatury a jejich 

autobiografickym vypravenim. Nicmene teto hlavni casti pfedchazi dve uvodni kapitoly: 

Autobiografie jako literarni zanr a Socialni postaveni indiansky-ch zen, z nichZ ta 

prvni podava kratky vyklad o pocatcich autobiografie a jeji dve podkapitoly strucne 

shrnuji historii zanru V americke a nasledne indianske literature. 

V evropske literarni tradici je zanr autobiografie pomerne mlady, ale literarni 

vMec Michail Bachtin sleduje jeho kofeny a.z do antiky. Vseobecne se vsak uvadi 

Vyznanf svateho Augustina a Jean-Jacques Rousseaua jako prvni klasicke pfiklady 

modernich autobiografii. Autobiografie evropskeho typu chronologicky popisuje zivot 

autora od detstvi a.z k momentUm dospelosti, pficemz se zameruje zejmena na dulezite 

okamziky, ktere vedou k vyzrani autorovy osobnosti. Jinak feceno, autobiografie popisuje 

vnitfni svet jedince, jeho pocity, problemy a osobni krize. V tomto bode se vsak evropsky 

typ velmi lisi tfeba od indianske Ci afro-americke autobiografie, kde se jedinec chape jako 

soucast celeho kmene nebo komunity. 

Prvni podkapitola dale nabizi historicky nacrt ryvoje autobiografie V americke 

literature, kde se tomuto zanru odjakZiva velmi dafilo, a tak se nakonec stal jednim 

z nejoblibenejsich vi'Ibec, napfiklad dila Benjamina Franklina, Frederika Douglasse nebo 

Henryho Adamse patfi mezi nejryznamnejsi autobiografie americke literatury. 
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Popularita zaruu vyrazne stoupla, kdyz autobiografie zacala plnit radu dalSich 

funkci jako treba politickou (dilo Malcolma X), psychologickou (Sylvia Plath), 

prekracovani socialnich a kulturnich hranic (Allen Ginsberg), hledani vlastni identity 

utlacovaneho naroda (N. Scott Momaday) cijednoduse zabavnou (Frank Sinatra). 

Jak bylo naznaceno, autobiografie se stala klicovym vyrazovym prostredkem 

sebeurceni identity mensinorych narodu, a proto zaujima predni misto i v indianske 

literature, i kdyz nektefi kritikove jsou i nadale presvedceni, ze indianska autobiografie 

jako takova neexistuje, protoze Indiani jsou primitivnim narodem s ustni lidovou tradici, 

a ze zanr autobiografie je ciste evropska zalezitost. 

Prvni osobni pribehy si Indiani sdelovali ustne nebo piktograficky, ale pozdeji se 

zacali vyjadrovat i pisemne a to ve dvou ruznych formach. Kritik Arnold Krupat tak 

rozlisuje zanr ,indianske autobiografie" a ,autobiografie napsane Indianem ci 

Indiankou", pricemz charakterizuje prvni jako spolecne vytvorene dilo, na kterem se 

podili indiansky vypravec, tlumocnik a editor a druhe jako samostatne sepsani osobnich 

pfibehu. 

Nejstarsi spolecne napsana indianska autobigrafie se jmenuje Zivot Cemeho 

Jestraba (The Life of Black Hawk, 1832) a jejim cilem je vysvetleni nacelnikovy ucasti 

ve valecnem konfliktu. VetSina indianskych autobiografii devatenacteho stoleti vsak byla 

sepsana a prelozena misionari Ci obchodniky a mela prevazne slouzit jako historicky 

dokument pro belosske ctenarstvo. 

Za prvni autobiografii vytvorenou pouze Indianem Je pova:Zovano kazani 

Samsona Occoma z roku 1768, avsak nejznamejsi jsou dila devatenacteho stoleti

autobiografie George Copwaye a Williama Apesse, jejichZ predlohou sice byla jeste 

pribehy o obraceni na kfest'anskou viru, ale ktera jiz take naznacuji zajem o spolecenske 
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problemy, ktere se od pocatku dvacateho stoleti spolu s otazkou hledani vlastni identity 

staly hlavnimi tematy autobigrafii. 

Generace druhe poloviny dvacateho stoleti (zejmena autofi N. Scott Momaday a 

Leslie Marmon Silko) predstavila novy, experimentalni typ autobiografie, kterou tvori 

kombinace nekolika zannl: poezie, mytologie, historie, pr6za, vypravecskych hlasu a take 

ilustraci Ci fotografii. 

Druha kapitola se zabrva socialnim postaveni indianskych zen, ktere se znacne 

zmenilo po pfichodu belochu na nory kontinent. Drive mely indianske zeny zasadni vliv 

na zivot ve srych komunitach, casto zajist'ovaly potravu, vzdelavaly potomky, volily 

kmenove zastupce a byly mu:lUm rovnocennymi partnery. Ale belosi prinesli do noveho 

sveta i tehdejsi evropske smysleni 0 zenach, podle nehoz nemely zadna prava, naroky ani 

postaveni. Indianky tak zacaly byly posuzovany podle uplne jinych meritek a navzdy 

ztratily svoji ryznamnou pozici ve spolecnosti. Nasledkem toho vznikla rada stereotypu a 

predsudku, ktere vedly k tomu, ze se kdysi ze socialne silneho spolecenstvi stala jedna 

z nejvice diskriminovanych a marginalizovanych skupin, ktera se v soucasnosti musi 

potykat s nezamestnanosti, domacim nasilim i kriminalitou vseobecne, alkoholismem a 

jinY'mi problemy. 

Avsak indianske zeny byly odjakZiva bojovnice a jednou z forem jejich rezistence 

je snaha zmenit mylne belosske predstavy a usudky pomoci spisovatelske Cinnosti. Proto 

postupne vznikaly a vznikaji rozlicne indianske pfibehy, ktere se zameruji na zenskou 

identitu a otazky, ale take zpracovavaji radu dalSich dulezitych temat. 

Sarah Winnemucca je jednou z prvnich zen, ktera se stala spisovatelskou, kulturni 

a politickou osobnosti, a proto je tfeti kapitola s nazvem "Nikdy jsem k vam 

nepromluvila vlastnimi slovy": Sarah Winnemucca jako charizmatickY prostrednik 

venovana prave teto autorce a jeji autobigrafii, ktera vsak neni pouze osobnim 
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vypnivenim, ale smesici historie a folkl6ru kmene Paiute, autorCinych zazitku a 

zkusenosti a politickeho dokumentu. 

Autobigrafie Sarah Winnemuccy je vyjimecmi v mnoha ohledech a znacne se lisi 

od dfivejsich autobiografickych vypniveni, nebot' jejim hlavnim tematem je politika a 

vzajemne vztahy mezi belochy a Indiany. Autorka se pi'ilis detailne nezabrva svym 

soukromim, hledanim vlastni identity ani klasickymi zenskymi tematy jako rodina Ci 

partnersky zivot, ktere se casto objevuji ve vetSine zenskych autobiografii. 

Naopak Winnemucca vystupuje jako vyrecny politik a ostry kritik dominantni 

civilizace, ktera od sveho pfichodu utlacuje a diskriminuje puvodni obyvatelstvo. Jednim 

z nejzajimavejsich rysu autobiografie je prave autorCin zameme poU.Zivany dramaticky 

styl vypraveni, ktery je zalozen na ustni lidove tradici Indianu a jehoz cilem je upoutat 

pozomost belosskeho publika a ziskat jeho sympatie. Winnemucca casto reprodukuje 

dialogy a citace, dramatizuje sceny, pfimo oslovuje ctenare, a tak se promenuje 

z klasickeho autobigrafickeho vypravece ve vasniveho indianskeho recnika. 

Winnemucca byla vzdy oznacovana za kontroverzni osobnost, a proto na zaver 

sve autobigrafie pfiklada radu dokumentu, ktere maji slouzit kjeji obhajobe. At' uz byla 

povazovana za hrdinku nebo zradkyni, Winnemucca byla predevsim zena neuveritelnych 

schopnosti, ktera vyuzila zanru autobiografie jako nastroje pro zlepseni situace Indianu. 

Ctvrta kapitola s nazvem "Pfipadam si jako holy kid zarazeny v cizi zemi": 

Zitkala-Sa a problem prevzeti jine kultury nalezi prvni indianske umelkyni, ktera 

sama napsala sve autobiograficke eseje v anglickem jazyce. 

Zitkala-Sa by la take jedna z tech Indianek, kterym se dostalo belosskeho vzdelani, 

coz navzdy ovlivnilo jeji zivot, protoze se ocitla na rozhrani dvou kultur a nikdy nebyla 

schopna najit sve misto ani v jedne. 
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Na zaklade vlastnich zkusenosti se zkorupovanym skolnim systemem, ktery mel 

vzdelavat mlade Indiany, se Zitkala-Sa rozhodla pro spisovatelskou drahu, nebot' chtela 

upozomit na krute a nehumanni metody, ktere byly pouzivane k indianske rychove. 

Stejne jako Winnemucca i Zitkala-Sa se zamefila na belosske publikum a zahy se 

stala nelitostnou kritickou dominantni civilizace. Ve svem neobycejnem 

autobiografickem vypraveni se soustfed'uje zejmena na srovnani dvou zcela odlisnych 

kultur a nabozenstvi a jako jeji pfedchudkyne, Zitkala-Sa rovnez pfijala nektere pozitivni 

vlivy z belosske civilizace a vyuZila je k boji za prava svych lidi. 

DalSi pata kapitola pojmenovana ,Kdo jsem?": Maria Campbell a jeji 

misenecka identita pojednava o vyznacne kanadske autorce, ktera se nejen svefuje se 

srym tezkym osudem, ale take vypravi pfibeh chudoby a diskriminace celeho kmene 

Metis. 

Jako pfedchozi autobiografie, i tato tfeti je zalozena na ustni tradici indianskeho 

vypravecstvi, ktera je tentokrat zakomponovana do romanove podoby. Kniha ma typicky 

charakter indianskych pfibehu, coz znamena episodicko-cyklickou strukturu, 

pferusovanou casovou posloupnost a jejimi dominantnimi prvky jsou humor a ironie, 

ktere odlehcuji tragicke pasaze. 

I kdyz vypraveni Marie Campbell se take vypofadava s politickou otazkou kmene 

Metis, na rozdil od drive zminovanych autobiografii je primamim tematem pfedevsim 

osobni zpoved' tezce zkousene zeny, ktera si prosla drogovou zavislosti, alkoholismem i 

prostituci. Jeji autobiografie je pfibehem zeny, ktera cely zivot hleda odpoved' na otazky, 

kdo skutecne je a jaky smysl ma jeji existence. AutorCinY'm hlavnim pruvodcem na teto 

ceste je jeji moudra prababicka Cheechum, jejiz rady pomohou Campbell pfekonat 

zivotni pfekazky a najit uplatneni v politickych aktivitach. 
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Sesta kapitola ,Nemas nic, pokud nemas pfibehy": Leslie Marmon Silko a 

zachovani tradice ustniho vypraveni uzavira diskuzi o indianskem zenskem vypraveni, 

nebot' Vvvravec od Leslie Marmon Silko predstavuje vrchol modemi indianske 

auto biografie. 

Dilo je kolazi nekolika literamich i neliteramich zanru, ale jeho nejpodstatnejsi 

vrstvu tvori ustni lidova slovesnost. Od predchozich autobiografii se lisi prave tim, ze 

zatimco ostatni obsahuji nektere prvky ustni indianske tradice, Silko svtij text zcela 

postavila jako ustni indianske vypraveni, a proto je napriklad pomeme obtizne sledovat 

jeho autobiografickou linii. Typicke indianske pribehy s postavami Kojota ci Zlute zeny 

se misi s basnemi nebo treba s povidkami evropskeho stylu, nicmene vetSina spojuje 

spolecne tema procesu indianskeho vypraveni a jeho zachrany pro budouci generace. 

Dulezitou soucasti posledni autobiografie jsou mimo jine fotografie, ktere se 

neobjevuji v dfivejsich autobiografickych dilech. Silko vsak tuto slozku vnima jako 

nepostradatelnou, nebot' fotografie rodiny Ci krajiny jeji pribehy dopliiuji a napomahaji 

tak ctenari orientovat se ve spletite strukture textu. 

Strucne receno, autobiografie od Leslie Marmon Silko je mimoradnym literamim 

experimentem, ktery uspesne priblizuje tradice a kulturu kmene Laguna pomoci prolinani 

klasickych elementu indianskeho a tradicniho evropskeho vypraveni. Silko se tak 

podarilo vytvorit novy typ indianske autobiografie, ktery zasadnim zpusobem 

transformuje a obohacuje cely zanr. 

Posledni kapitola zduraziiuje hlavni body ctyr indianskych zenskych 

autobiografii. Drive zmiiiovane texty jsou nejen autobiografick:Ymi dily, ale zaroveii 

kombinuji dohromady nekolik zanru a disciplin jako historie, sociologie, etnografie, 

politologie a dalSich. 
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Vsechna vypniveni nesou prvky ustni lidove tradice, ale je to pi'edevsim Vypravec 

od Leslie Marmon Silko, ktery se zcela zabY"va lidorymi pi'ibehy a jejich budoucnosti. 

Politika, spravedlnost a indianska prava tvoi'i dalSi ryznamnou tematickou slo:Zku. 

Zitkala-Sa utoci na prohnily skolsky system, Sarah Winnemucca se jako diplomaticky 

prosti'ednik pokousi urovnat politicke vztahy mezi Indiany a belochy a Maria Campbell 

zdfuazfmje bezpravi pachane na jejich lidech a popisuje te:Zke socialni problemy, ktere 

suiuji jeji spolecenstvi. Vsechny ti'i zeny se take aktivne podileji na politicke Cinnosti a 

na prosazovani indianskych prav. 

Krize osobnosti a hledani vlastni identity take pi'edstavuji diilezitou soucast 

autobiografii Zitkaly-Sa, Marie Campbell i Leslie Marmon Silko. Zejmena posledni 

autorka naleza sve ja v indianskych pi'ibezich a jejich pi'evypravenim se snaii o oziveni a 

zachranu indianskeho kultumiho dedictvi. 

Indianska zenska autobiografie je tak nejen efektivnim politicky-m nastrojem nebo 

zpovedi pfinasejici autorkam psychickou ulevu, ale V SOUCasne dobe i klicorym 

prosti'edkem k zachrane indianske kulturni tradice. 
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